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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Despite the lagging economy that continues to challenge rescue groups and shelters seeking to re-home
animals and pet owners struggling to keep their pets at home, euthanasia at Animal Care & Control of
NYC (AC&C) shelters is down, adoptions by AC&C and other Alliance Participating Organizations (APOs)
are up, and transfers from AC&C to its New Hope Partners is rising dramatically. The following pages provide an overview
of the our 10 year strategic plan showing our actual progress through Year 5 (2009) and updating Year 6 (2010) though
Year 10 (2014) based on our experience in the first five years.

    Fewer animals killed in 2009. Euthanasia at AC&C shelters was reduced to 13,620, or 33% of intake in 2009, down
from 16,706, or 39% of intake in 2008. That represents a 5% decrease in euthanasia from 2003, the first year of operation
for the Mayor's Alliance, when more than 31,000 animals were killed.

Adoptions are up. One of the factors driving down the euthanasia rate is an increase in the number of animal adoptions.
Adoptions by Maddie’s® Pet Partners (MPPs) (which include AC&C and 110 other partners) have steadily increased every
year, reaching a new high of 28,483 in 2009.

    Transfers jump dramatically. The number of cats and dogs transferred from AC&C to its New Hope Partners (the
majority of which are APOs) rose from 13,563 in 2008 to 17,641 in 2009. Getting animals out of the city shelters quickly not
only frees up space to reduce overcrowding but also improves the chances that animals won't get sick as a result of stress
and exposure to so many other animals at the shelter.

.
    Our success in increasing adoptions, reducing euthanasia, providing greater access to affordable

spay/neuter services, and all of our other initiatives, is based on a true collaboration among our rescue
partners. Our goal to achieve no healthy or treatable deaths by 2015 will require a greater commitment of resources and a
strengthening of the programs that have been the most successful to insure not only that we achieve our goals, but are in a
position to maintain the progress achieved in the last five years. Our greatest challenge in the last few years has been the
inability to reduce the intake of stray community cats. While our adoptions continue to increase, they cannot keep up with
the increase in stray cats coming into AC&C shelters. Without adding an aggressive community cat spay/neuter program in
the next few years as one of our initiatives, we might find that increasing adoptions alone is not enough to turn the tide and
reach our goals beyond 2011 (Year 7).

CONTINUED
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     In Baseline Year 2003 an estimated 14,000 healthy and 6,000 treatable dogs and cats were killed in New
York City because they did not have homes. To end the killing of healthy and treatable animals, our 10-year
goal, starting in 2005, was to decrease euthanasia by 20,000 dogs and cats by 2015. While our adoption goal was
to increase adoptions by an equal number over 10 years (20,000), as our plan has unfolded and intake has
steadily begun to decrease -- our adoption goals will need to be adjusted to reflect the difference in intakes.

Given the nature of the problem, and the inability of a single organization to provide an acceptable and
humane solution, the Mayor’s Alliance was created to coordinate and aid existing efforts, as well as bring
in external resources, such as Maddie’s® Fund, to supplement the efforts in place.  The goal is to end death
of healthy and treatable dogs and cats as a means of dealing with homelessness. To reach this goal, the Alliance
has built and maintained a coalition of over 150 shelters, rescue organizations and affiliated organizations, and
has developed a strategic plan that focuses on four core objectives:  increasing the number of adoptions,
decreasing animal homelessness, raising public awareness of local shelter and rescue organizations and their
animals, and strengthening the existing efforts and resources. In Years 6 through 10, the strategic plan continues
to build on the success of Years 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, focusing on the initiatives that have had the greatest impact on
targeting the four core objectives.

The rescue groups and shelters, referred to as Maddie’s® Pet Partners (MPPs), come in all shapes and
sizes, with vastly different capabilities and resources. Since Year 3 (2007) we have had over 100 MPPs
participating, including Animal Care & Control NYC (AC & C). In 2009, 19% (21) of the MPPs were responsible for
80% of the adoptions taking place within the Alliance. While the smaller groups individually contribute less towards
increases in adoptions when combined, they represented 20% of total MPPs’adoptions. The niches they fill and
their presence as the grassroots of the Alliance make them as important to reaching the goal as the larger groups.
To address the differences and track progress of the MPPs and provide relevant resources to help them grow, the
MPPs are placed into a tier based on their adoption output and capabilities. Tier 1 represents MPPs that adopt out
at least 1,000 animals each year, Tier 2 groups do 250 to 999 adoptions each year, and Tier 3 groups do under
250 adoptions each year.

.
CONTINUED
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    To continue efforts in achieving the four core objectives in Year 6 through 10 of Maddie’s® Pet
    Rescue Project, the Alliance has focused on initiatives divided into four categories in the form of

subsidies, tools, programs, and services.  The majority of these initiatives have been specifically designed
and updated to address the accessibility and logistical challenges that are unique to NYC, as well as provide
needed infrastructure and resources for the MPPs to become self-sufficient. Some initiatives have been
discontinued; others have been identified as having greater impact on helping us achieve our objectives.

    In Year 5  (2009), building on the success of Year 1 (2005) though Year 4 (2008) of the Maddies’s® Pet
Rescue Project in NYC, MPPs exceeded our goals in total adoptions between MPPs and AC & C. We
also exceeded expectations as well as benchmark goals in reduction of euthanasia.  The below
progress described below is based on 111 participants (including AC & C) in the Year 5 project.

§ Year 5 goals in 2009 - increase total adoptions of healthy and treatable dogs/cats by 14,600 and decrease healthy
and treatable euthanasia by 14,600.

§ Building on our collaborative relationship with AC & C, MPP adoptions increased by 12,619 dogs and cats
( a 146% increase from baseline year 2003), from 7,672 to 20,291.

§ Total adoptions from MPPs and AC & C increased by 15,884 dog/cats, a 126% increase over baseline
year 2003, from 12,599 to 28,483.

§ Overall transfers from AC & C to rescue and shelter organizations increased by 12,122  (220%) dogs and
cats, from 5,519 in baseline year 2003 to 17,641 in 2009. Seventy eight percent (78%) of the total
transfers from AC & C were to MPPs.

§ Between increases in MPP adoptions and AC & C adoptions, euthanasia of healthy and treatable
dogs/cats was reduced by 18,081 (57%), to 13,620, and total euthanasia decreased by 17,797, to 14,023,
a 56% decrease from baseline year 2003.

CONTINUED

Note: Baseline data (2003) is self-reported from Animal Care & Control and MPP adoption guarantee (AG) shelters & rescue organizations. The participating
organizations have changed from year to year.  Unless otherwise noted, baseline data is for those organizations participating in Year Six.
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     In 2010, Year 6 of Maddie’s® Pet Rescue Project in NYC, our goal is to increase adoptions by 17,300
     (includes adoptions at AC & C) and reduce euthanasia by 15,800 dogs and cats. In Year 6,  we project 107
     MPP groups to be active participants.

§ Working collaboratively with AC & C, our goal is to increase MPP adoptions by 17,300, to 29,899 dogs and
cats, a 137% increase from baseline year 2003. The above-baseline adoption goals are projected based on
intake remaining relatively even in future years. Should intake at AC&C and MPPs decrease substantially, the
above-baseline adoptions goals will need to be adjusted to reflect that decrease.

§ We expect overall transfers from AC & C to rescue and shelter organizations to remain relatively even, since
transfers in 2009 exceeded our original projections. Our goal (conservative projection) is to maintain overall
transfers close to the 2009 levels.

Projections and the experience of Years 1 though 5 of this project have demonstrated that the initiatives
      made up of subsidies, tools, programs, and services, combined with the MPPs’ current efforts, has
      stopped the killing of healthy animals by year 5 and will stop the killing of treatable animals by the end
      of  year 10. The total cost of the Alliance developing, executing, and administering the initiatives over the
      course of 10 years is estimated to be $45.25million.

The Alliance’s cost falls into three categories over 10 years:
§ subsidies ($22,319,188)
§ direct-to-MPP tools, programs & services/initiatives ($13,563,925)
§ Alliance operational-administrative ($8,215,583)
§ Maddie’s® contribution of $20,817,616 million will help cover each of the three costs, with the largest

percentage going to subsidies for 10 years.

  While Maddie’s Fund will greatly help in supporting both the Alliance and its initiatives, the Alliance
      has also enlisted the help of the ASPCA and created a fundraising plan to supplement Maddie’s®
       contribution for the full ten years of the plan.

§ The ASPCA’s pledge $5.25 million in the first five years, and a commitment for an additional $5.10 million for
years 6 through 10 have allowed the Alliance to focus on achieving the no-kill goal while incrementally
growing its own fundraising capabilities.

§ Alliance fundraising is projected to generate an additional $12,850 million over 10 years.
§ The combination of Maddie’s Fund ($20,818 million), the ASPCA’s contribution ($10.350 million) and the

Alliance’s fundraising and other income ($12.850 million) will provide the Alliance and MPPs with $44,018
million over 10 years.
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TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY

• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative descriptions and benefits

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10-year budget
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BASELINE YEAR 2003 SITUATION AT ANIMAL CARE & CONTROL (AC&C)

Dogs & Cats
that found
their way into
the AC&C

Claimed by
guardian

Adopted
into new
homes

Euthanized

2003 Snapshot of AC&C Pipeline in NYC

5,519
 12%

46,187
100%

1,501
   3%

Healthy

14,000

In 2003, 44% of those euthanized died
simply because they did not have a

home

In 2003, just over 46,000 dogs and cats ended up in the Animal Care & Control (AC&C) facilities in New York City.  While some
pets were returned to their guardians and others found new homes, close to 70% were euthanized due to injury, illness,
temperament, or simply lack of space.  Close to 1 out of 2 dogs and cats euthanized that entered AC & C were healthy and nearly
2 out of 3 were healthy or treatable.

31,701
69%

1,915
 4%

11,701

Treatable Unhealthy &
Untreatable*

*Animals whose temperament or illness is so severe that they cannot be placed into a permanent home.

6,000

4,927
 11%

Died in
Kennel

Transfers to
other
organizations
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BASELINE YEAR 2003 ADOPTION SITUATION AT MPP ORGANIZATIONS
Summary of adoptions from AC&C and MPPs - Zero healthy deaths by 2009

While the AC&C and MPPs were placing close to 13,000 dogs and cats in baseline year 2003, the number of adoptions needs to
double to save all of the healthy animals that entered the city shelter by Year 5 ( 2009). We exceeded our goals by   Given the
resource constraints of the AC&C, MPPs were responsible for placing the majority of the 14,000 estimated healthy dogs & cats
and a year ahead of schedule in adopting over 1,800 treatable/manageable dogs and cats in 2009.

20,291
 70%

8,192
 30%

14,000

Baseline Year
2003 level of
adoptions

Actual level
of adoptions
zero healthy

deaths in
Year 5 ( 2009)

Healthy animals
euthanized annually

12,599

26,599

MPPs

AC&C

126%
overall

increase
by 2009

4,927
 38%

7,672
 62%

Needed level
of adoptions
Year 5 (2009)

18,599
 70%

8,000
 30%

28,483
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ADOPTION GROWTH / EUTHANASIA DECLINE Year 5 to 6

Our 2010 (Year 6) the goal is to increase adoptions by MPPs and AC & C by 17,300 from baseline year 2003, a 136% increase. In
addition to growing adoptions, spay/neuter programs, such as the Maddie’s® Spay/Neuter Project in NYC administered by
Mayor’s Alliance with private veterinarians and non-for profit spay & neuter clinics, are critical to reducing the number of animals
entering the shelter every year. Reduction in unhealthy & untreatable dogs and cats is attributed to decreases in intake at AC & C. As
intake continues to decrease, the goals for above baseline adoptions will need to be adjusted to account  for the difference.

Healthy
(euthanized)

MPPs adoption

Baseline Year

7,672

20,291 21,89914,000

4,851

NYC Dog and Cat Adoption and Euthanasia Projections

*Includes only Animal Care and Control animals.
**Baseline data reflects the 111 MPPs participating in Year 5 of the project

Unhealthy &
Untreatable
(euthanized)*

Treatable
(euthanized)

AC&C
baseline
adoptions

8,769 8,769

6,000
4,200

4,927 8,192

3,600

21,599

11,701

8,0008,000

2011 Year 7
Projected

2009  Year 5
Actual

8,769

+ 181%

2010  Year 6
Projected
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22,599 23,599 23,099

Unhealthy &
Untreatable
(euthanized)*

Treatable
(euthanized)

2,400 1,5003,600

21,599

TREATABLE ADOPTION GROWTH NEEDED - YEARS  7 THROUGH 10

At the start end of Year 5 we exceeded our goals in adoptions and reduction of euthanasia and began saving treatables a year
before our original goals. Our goal is for there to be no euthanasia of healthy & treatable dogs and cats by the end of Year 10.
Along with increasing adoptions, spay/neuter surgeries become a key factor to insuring we achieve our goals and maintain
them beyond year 10. With dog intake/euthansia decreasing at a greater rate than cat intake/euthansia we believe spay / neuter
programs for community cats is pivotal to our meeting and maintaining euthanasia reduction rates going forward.

8,769
8,000

8,000

MPPs
adoptions**

AC&C baseline
adoptions*** 7,500

NYC Dog and Cat Adoption and Euthanasia Projections

*Includes only Animal Care and Control animals
**Baseline data reflects the 111 MPPs participating in Year 5 of the project. MPP adoptions are projected to decrease as intake decreases
***AC &C adoptions projected to decrease as intake decreases

8,000
8,000

8,000

22,299

7,0007,500 7,000

+7 %

2011 Year 7
Projected

2011 Year 7
Projected

2012 Year 8
Projected

2013 Year 9
Projected

2014 Year 10
Projected

2015 Year 11
Projected
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MPP ADOPTION GROWTH / EUTHANASIA DECLINE  Year 1, 2 & 3 Progress

The chart below demonstrates progress made to date based on the 111 Year 5 participating organizations, including the AC & C.
The number of participants may change yearly and the charts reflects MPP adoptions in each of these years. In the fifth year (2009)
of Maddie’s® Pet Rescue Project, MPP adoptions increased by 12,619 dogs and cats (a 164% increase above baseline year).
With adoptions at AC & C beginning to level off, the steady increase in MPP adoptions has helped to sustain the adoption growth
and euthanasia decline over the course of the last 5 years.

Healthy
(euthanized)

MPPs

2003 (Baseline)    2004

7,672

10,747
+40%

14,000

NYC Dog and Cat Adoption and Euthanasia Progress

*Only Animal Care & Control animals.

Unhealthy &
Untreatable
(euthanized)*

Treatable
(euthanized)

AC&C
adoptions

11,701 10,231 10,115

4,362

4,927

10,865

-39%

+ 120%

-27%

-14%

6,000

8,490
10,953

9,872

8,136

5,272

2005 (Year 1)

+ 100%

+ 06%

-22%

-12%

-13%

3,831

5,980

10,586

13,579

9,313

2006 (Year 2)

+ 89%

+ 0%

- 73%

+ 72%

- 9%
10,080

5,984

2,236

16,081

8,905

- 14%

+ 0%

- 84%

+ 104%

+ 81%

2007 (Year 3)
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MPP ADOPTION GROWTH / EUTHANASIA DECLINE  Year 4, 5, & projected 6 and 7 Progress

The chart below demonstrates progress made to date based on the 111 Year 5 participating organizations. The number of
participants may change yearly and the charts below reflect the data associated to the participating groups in those years. In the fifth
year (2009) of Maddie’s® Pet Rescue Project, MPP adoptions increased by 12,619 dogs and cats (a 164% increase above
baseline year). With adoptions at AC & C beginning to level off and decrease, the steady increase in MPP adoptions has helped to
sustain the adoption growth and euthanasia decline over the course of the 5 years. The projected reduction in unhealthy and
untreatable deaths as well as above baseline adoptions the intake reduction trends over the last five years.

Healthy
(euthanized)

MPPs

2003 (Baseline)   2008 (Year 4)

7,672

20,291
+164

%

14,000

NYC Dog and Cat Adoption and Euthanasia

*Only Animal Care & Control animals.

Unhealthy &
Untreatable
(euthanized)*

Treatable
(euthanized)

AC&C
adoptions

11,701 9,592 8,769

4,851

4,927

8,192
+ 66%

-19%

-25%

6,000

1,420

8,483

18,110

5,694

2009 (Year 5)

+ 72%

+ 136%

-89%

- 5%

-18%

4,200

8,000

21,899

8,000

2010 (Year 6)
projected

+ 62%

- 30%

+ 185%

- 32% 8,000

3,600

21,599

8,000

- 32%

- 40%

+ 181%

+ 62%

2011 (Year 7)
projected
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AC & C ADOPTION AND TRANSFER GROWTH / EUTHANASIA DECLINE
Year 1 through 3 Progress

- 35%

+80%

+89%

- 27%

+ 23%

+120%

As seen in the chart below, in Year 3 of Maddie’s® Pet Rescue Project in NYC, AC & C adoptions began to decrease as
transfer to MPPs and other rescue organizations continue to be the major factor to reduction in euthanasia exceeding goals.
Based on current data, we project AC & C adoptions to stay level or decrease slightly in the next few years, requiring that we
continue to increase transfers in order to meet our reductions in euthanasia, or hope that increased public awareness and
responsibility begin to help reduce intake at the AC & C in conjunction with transfers and adoptions.

 *AG organizations in Maddie’s® Project represented 74% of all transfers in Year 3

- 43%

+118%

+81%
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AC & C ADOPTION AND TRANSFER GROWTH / EUTHANASIA DECLINE
Year 4 to 5 and 6 to 7 projected based on current trends

- 47%

+ 145%

+72% +66%

+ 154%

- 57%

Based on the experience of Years 1 through 5, we project we will  exceed our euthanasia reduction goals in each of the next 5
years of the project. By 2008 (Year 4) of the project, euthanasia reduction reached close to 15,000. By 2009 (Year 5) of the
project we began to tackle treatable deaths a year ahead of schedule and reduced AC & C euthanasia by over 18,000. We In
Years 6 - 11 focus will support initiatives associated with increasing transfers (Wheels of Hope transported close to 7,000
dogs and cats in 2009) and reducing the number of owner surrenders  Increased S/N by non-profit clinics as well as a safety
net program supported by HSUS at AC & C may in fact be having an impact on also reducing intakes, as seen in 2010

*While the strategic plan continues to work on the premise of decreasing euthanasia by 2,800 per year, the projections
above are speculative based on the experience of Years 1 through 5.

- 60%

+ 195%

+62% +62%

+ 195%

- 64%
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ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES FOR NYC’S ANIMALS

• While public awareness for adoptions options is increasing yearly ---- nationally shelter
adoptions account for only 22% of the dogs and 21% of the cats* acquired by households.

• Backyard breeders, fertile house pets, and free roaming cat offspring strain the adoption
system.

• While dog intake has decreased by 31.7% by the end of 2009 since 2003, cat intake has
increased by 6.6% during the same period, straining the shelters and rescue groups.
Focus on low or no cost spay & neuter for cats needs to be the major focus in the future.

• Shelters and rescue organizations have limited resources, and many are located in
difficult-to-access areas. Transporting animals from AC & C in New York City becomes a
major barrier to getting them to rescue.

• Too few foster homes exist to handle animals that need a little more time before going to a
permanent home. A shrinking economy just adds to the challenges of finding responsible
homes who can take on the challenges of our treatable dogs and cats.

• Fewer than 10% of domestic cats and dogs are microchipped*, and fewer than 20% of dogs
are licensed in NYC**, making it difficult for guardians to find lost animals.

Any viable solution to animal homelessness will have to continue to deal with a variety of challenges, ranging from overpopulation
and limited animal care resources to public misperceptions about adoption and responsible ownership to a general lack of
awareness of the problem. While media attention in the last 5 years has brought more public awareness as well as increased
adoptions of shelter dogs and cats, the number of available homes to take on the treatable animals continues to be a major
challenge as we approach years 6 through 10.

*  2005/2006 American Pet Products Manufacturers Association (APPMA) National Pet  Owners Survey
** 2004 NYC Dept. of Health
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KEY GROUPS AFFECTED BY AND/OR WORKING ON THE HOMELESS ANIMAL ISSUE

• Focusing on health and
welfare of the animals

• Accepting animals from
AC&C, the public, and the
street

• Placing animals into
permanent homes

• Informing and educating the
public on pet guardianship

• Focusing on health and
welfare of the public

• Providing a safe
environment and a
reasonable quality of life
for all NYC residents

• Licensing dogs

Four very sizable and well-meaning groups are affected by and/or working on the NYC homeless animal challenge.  However,
there are differences in the resources each has to deploy, the constituents that each group is responsible to, and priorities that
each organization has in solving the problem.

• Pet guardians –
concerned about the
welfare of their pets

• Soon-to-be pet
guardians – acquiring
pets through many
different channels

• Non-pet guardians –
concerned with the
safety of their families
and quality of life

• Dealing with the vast
number of homeless and
abandoned animals in NYC

• Placing animals into
permanent homes

• Working with limited
resources that must be split
between animal care and
animal control

• Adoption facilities are in
difficult-to-access locations
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MAYOR’S ALLIANCE COORDINATES AND FACILITATES EFFORTS

The Alliance was created to enable the pooling of resources, overcome the differences in priorities, and facilitate the collaboration
of the four key groups to solve the problem of animal homelessness in NYC.  Years 6 to 10 will continue to build on the
collaborations developed in the first 5 years and leverage the strengths of those relationships in helping us meet the targeted
goals of the Maddie's ® Pet Rescue Project in NYC.

Mayors’ Alliance Mission: “Working with
the City of New York toward the day when
no New York City dog or cat of reasonable
health and temperament is killed merely

because he or she does not have a home.”

• Combining the concerns and strengths of the
four groups into a powerful synergistic force

• Able to leverage the resources of the public
and private sector to reach the no-kill goal
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• Increasing the number of adoption venues
• Providing convenient and innovative access

to homeless animals

• Educating consumers
on the issues and
repercussions
surrounding homeless
animals

• Increasing awareness
of homeless animals
and the organizations
that care for them

• Building new and improving
existing volunteer programs

• Developing fundraising
capabilities

• Increasing efficiency and
effectiveness of shelter and
rescue group operations

• Strengthening existing pet homes through
information and education

• Improving the likelihood of reuniting lost pets
with guardians

• Increasing the number of spayed and neutered
animals in both the pet and feral communities

Raise 
awareness

Strengthen 
resources

Increase 
adoptions

Decrease 
homelessness

MAYOR’S ALLIANCE WILL FOCUS ON FOUR CORE OBJECTIVES

To achieve our goal of providing an adoption guarantee for all healthy and treatable cats and dogs, the Alliance has developed
and executed initiatives that impacting one or more key objectives: strengthening existing efforts and resources, increasing
adoptions, decreasing animal homelessness, and raising the public’s awareness of these issues.
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• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative description and benefits

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10 year budget

       TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY
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MADDIE’S® PET PARTNERS - (MPPs)

In Year 6 of the project, the Alliance will  include 116 shelter and rescue organizations (Maddie’s® Pet Partners). While the public, the
local government, and Animal Care & Control will each play an important role in reaching no-kill, the MPPs, and NYC AC & C will
ultimately be responsible for the success of the project.

New York Breed Rescue Network (NYBRN)
• Abandoned Angels Cocker Rescue
• Adopt A Boxer
• American Bulldog Rescue
• American Bullmastiff Association Rescue Program
• Big Apple Bull Terrier
• Boxer Angels Rescue
• Curly Tail Pug Rescue
• Dalmatian Rescue
• English Bull Terrier
• For the Love of Dog (Rottie Rescue)
• German Shepard Rescue Central NY
• German Shorthair Pointer Rescue
• HEART Rescue ( Chow )
• Internet Miniature Pinscher Service
• Italian Greyhounds NYC
• Jack Russell Refuge
• Labrador Retriever Rescue (CT)
• LABS4 Rescue
• Long Island Bulldog Rescue
• Long Island Golden Retriever Rescue
• Metropolitan Maltese Rescue
• Mid-Atlantic Basset rescue
• Mid- Atlantic Great Dane Rescue
• Mountain Majoesty Rottie Rescue
• NJ Schnauzer
• NYC Shiba Rescue
• Northern NE Dog Rescue
• Safe Hounds Beagle Rescue
• Scottish Terrier Club of Greater New York
• Treasured K9’s (Jindo Rescue)
• Waggy Tail (Chihuahua)

Tier 1   Tier 2   Tier 3

• A Place For Us
• A Tail at A Time
• Adopt A Dog
• All About Spay & Neuter
• All Sentient Beings
• Almost Home Animal Rescue
• Animal Adoption Network
• Animal Center of Queens
• Animal Haven
• Animal Kind
• Animal Rescue Fund of the Hamptons
• Animals Can’t Talk (ACT)
• A.C.T. Rescue & Adoption
• Anjellicle Cats Rescue
• ASPCA
• Bide-A-Wee
• Bobbi and the Strays
• Brooklyn Animal Action
• Brooklyn Bridge Animal Welfare
• Cat Assistance Inc.
• City Critters
• Companion Animal Network
• CSM Strays
• Derreks Gleeful Rescue
• Dog Habitat
• Earth Angels Canine Rescue
• Eve’s Sanctuary
• Feline Rescue Mission
• Feline Rescue of Staten Island
• First Run Medical Rescue
• For Our Friends
• Forgotten Friends
• Four Paws Sake
• Friendly Ferals
• Gotham City Kitties
• Hearts & Hands Society
• Heart & Soul Rescue
• Humane Society of New York
• In Our Hands Rescue

• K9Kastle
• Kitten Little Rescue
• Kitty Kind
• Kodis Club Rescue
• Le Cats on the Water
• Life Line Rescue
• Linda’s Feral Cat Assistance
• Little Forgotten Friends
• Little Shelter Animal Rescue
• Long Beach Humane
• Louie’s Legacy
• Louis Animal Foundation
• Loving Touch
• Mighty Mutts
• Mutts & Mitts
• New Rochelle Humane
• North Fork Animal Welfare
• North Shore Animal League
• Only Hope Cat Rescue
• Patricia Ladew Foundation
• People for Animals
• Peppertree Rescue, Inc.
• Pet I Care NY
• Pluto Rescue
• Poor Animals of St. Francis
• Posh Pet Rescue
• RSVP
• Rawhide Rescue
• Ready for Rescue
• Save A Pet Rescue
• SaveKitty Foundation
• Save Our Strays
• Sean Casey Rescue
• Shelter Survivors
• Social Tees
• Staten Island Council for Animal Welfare

(SICAW)
• Stray From the Heart
• The Cat Lady 17

•   The Cat Lady
•   Tiny Treasures
•   Underdog Resq., Inc.
•   United Action for Animals
•   Urban Cat League
•   Waggin’ Train
•   Zani’s Furry Friends

)

Mayor’s Alliance Founding MembersLegend:

Note: Tiers designated for organizations as of beginning of Year Three
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PROJECTED IMPACT ON MADDIE’S® PET PARTNERS - Baseline to Year 5

Both the subsidies and the direct-to-MPP resources (programs, tools, and services) provide the momentum for key Tier 2 groups
to migrate to Tier 1. In Year 5 of the project 1 group moved to Tier 1 (1,000+ adoptions), and 12 Tier 3 groups (below 250
adoptions)  moved up to Tier 2 (250 to 999 adoptions). In 2009 Tier 1 MPPs accounted for 32% of adoptions ( a 118 % increase
from baseline year), 20 MPPs (Tier 1 & 2) accounted for 72 % of adoptions (a 171 % increase from baseline year). The 90
smaller groups, with adoptions below 250 a year accounted for 28% of adoptions ( a 147% increase over baseline year). The smaller
groups clearly play a huge role in the collaborative effort to achieve our goal.

2,312
  30%

2,396
  31%

2,964
  39%

103     94%

5      4%

2      2%

5,730
  28%

8,072
  40%

100% = 110

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Number of MPPs

6,489
32%

90      82%

17      15%

3         3%

100% = 7,672

MPP Adoptions

100% = 110

Number of MPPs

100% = 20,291

MPP Adoptions

Baseline Year - 2003 Year 5  -  2009

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Note: the above do not include adoptions at AC & C
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PROJECTED IMPACT ON MADDIE’s® PET PARTNERS - Baseline to Year 6

In 2010, (Year 6) we do not expect to have any major changes in the number of groups in the project. While the Tier 1 MPPs are
projected to account for 30% of adoptions, we expect 23 MPPs to fall into Tier 1 and 2 and account for 76% of all adoptions. In
2010 tier 2 groups will have the greatest impact in increased adoptions.Tiers designated below reflect MPP tier status in the
associated years, moving up in tier status as their adoptions increase.

2,312
  30%

2,396
  31%

2,964
 39%

109     93%

5      4%

2        2%

5,337
  24%

10,019
  46%

100% = 106

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Number of MPPs

6,543
30%

94      81%

20      16%

3      3%
100% = 7,672

MPP Adoptions

100% = 106

Number of MPPs

100% = 21,899

MPP Adoptions

Baseline Year  -  2003 Year 6  -  2010

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Note: the above do not include adoptions at AC & C
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• Physical “Brick & Mortar” Shelters
• Well-established animal care &

management infrastructure
• High public recognition locally

(and nationally)
• Strong fundraising and

administrative skills

TIERS REPRESENT CAPABILITIES AND NEEDS AS WELL AS ADOPTION OUTPUT

MPPs have different levels of capabilities, resources and capacity for growth. Small groups require guidance, and tangible tools
and services to build an infrastructure, while midsize and larger groups have more of a need for funding, and tools to lower
expenses and free up capital.

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1
While not all lower tier
MPPs will migrate to the
next level, there will be
those with the interest
and initiative to grow to
the next tier

• Most have some type of physical presence either with
“Brick & Mortar” Shelters and/or retail partnerships

• Animal care & management infrastructure in place
• Moderate public recognition locally, mostly within their

own communities
• Majority have sustaining fundraising in place, but most

lack funds for growth initiatives

• Almost no physical shelter or retail presence, relying mostly on foster
homes and the Internet for shelter and distribution

• Animal care and management is outsourced to sympathetic vets and
dedicated volunteers

• Low public recognition locally, many have pockets of awareness in
special interest groups (specific breed admirers, small dog enthusiast)

• Moderate fundraising activity, donations occur sporadically and many
times unsolicited

Needs for Adoption Growth

• Receiving funds for local projects
provides flexibility for investment,
and increases commitment,
priority, and support of NYC no-kill
efforts

• These groups also support smaller
MPPs and would benefit from
having that burden shared

• These MPPs tend to be capacity
constrained, but have
infrastructures that can be grown
with investment capital (subsidies)

• Complementary resources such
as tools, programs, and services
can help them reduce their current
expenses and provide additional
funds for growth

• MPPs in this tier are the
grassroots and need coaching,
training, services, and tools that
can help them build infrastructure

• Subsidies won’t hurt, but at this
level the groups are not well
equipped to leverage the money
effectively
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BOTH MONETARY AND NON-MONETARY SUPPORT IS NEEDED BY THE MPPs

The four categories of initiatives break down into two areas of support:  tangible and monetary.  Tangibles are tools, programs,
and services that provide needed training and infrastructure for small to midsized groups.  Monetary investment (i.e., resources)
are distributed through subsidies, targeted grants, and provide seed money and supplemental capital for these  groups to increase
adoptions.

Number of adoptions

Impact of
tools,
programs,
and
services

Low High

High

Low

Number of adoptionsLow High

Impact of
adoption
subsidies

High

Low

Tier 3 Tier 2 Tier 1 Tier 3 Tier 2 Tier 1

Initiatives effect on MPPs Adoption subsidies effect on MPPs

Tools, programs, and services provide
needed infrastructure to the grassroots…

… while adoption subsidies provide needed
expansion capital to midsize and large MPPs
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 1

Given that most of the MPPs in Tier 1 are strong performers possessing top-notch infrastructures and capabilities, their
long-term goals revolve around growing their capacity and expanding their capabilities within the community.

Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 2010 - 2014 
1 ASPCA Our mission is to provide 

effective means for the 
prevention of cruelty to 
animals throughout the 
United States.  

• Full-service animal hospital, 
behavior center, and state of the 
art adoption center located in 
Manhattan  

• Website, E-Newsletter and Alerts 
• Mobile adoptions 5 times per 

week 
• Mobile spay/neuter services 

conducted to the public, rescue 
groups, and TNR groups 7 days 

• Regularly scheduled mobile 
vaccination clinics 

• Provides TNR Training Programs 
in conjunction with Neighborhood 
Cats and participates in Alliance 
Feral Cat Initiative 

•  HLE “precinct” in Long Island City  
• National Shelter Outreach 

provides training seminars to 
MPPs 

• Announced commitment to 
financially support  the Alliance for 
10 years  

• Provides resources and expertise 
to Animal Care & Control of NYC 

• Legislative and lobbying presence 
in NYC and NYS 

• Continue to increase 
adoptions  

• Continue to increase 
spay/neuter capacity in 
NYC by bringing 
additional s/n vans online 
in 2010 and 2011. 
Increasing Berg Memorial 
Feral Cat S/N to 2 x a 
month in 2010 

• Providing free S/N for pit 
bulls in 2010.  

• Continue to increase 
media presence  

• Continue to provide 
expertise & support 
services to NYC shelters 
and rescue groups to 
build their capacity and 
offset costs. 

• Plans for permanent 
stand alone S/N clinic for 
public and Community 
cats for 2011 

• Plans for targeted S/N 
program in 2011 for 
Community cats based 
on data collection in 2010 
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 1      continued

 Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

 
1 

 
Feline 
Rescue of 
Staten 
Island 
 
 

 
Feline Rescue of Staten Island takes 
cats from shelters before they are 
euthanized for "no space" reasons and 
places each kitty accordingly in a forever 
home. They personally know the 
temperament and personality of each 
cat in their care and enjoy and 
encourage people to spend time with the 
kitties before choosing their new friend.  

•  Close relationship with Staten Island 
AC & C  

• President functions as New Hope Liaison 
in Staten Island AC&C 

• Has home based shelter and built in 
isolation room. 

• Opened full service adoption Center in 
Granby, CT and planning to partner with 
another organization for a second 
adoption center. 

• Has excellent  low cost vet resources in 
SI and CT 

• Well-known in the community. 

• Streamlined foster care network to have 
better oversight of animals inventory 

• Website  
 

• Increase oversight of foster network 
and increase capacity for treatables 

• Organize volunteer base and foster 
network 

• Develop fundraising plan and 
community involvement out of storefront 
location 

• Improve website 

 

 

  1 Sean 
Casey 
Animals 
Rescue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To rescue and provide homes for 
abandoned, abused dogs and 
cats. Originally well established in 
rescue of exotics Sean Casey 
Rescue formed a collaboration 
with a veterinarian, developing a 
rescue focused on helping 
animals from AC & C 

• Has permanent small storefront location 
in Brooklyn 

• Increased capacity for more transfers 

• Has partnership relationship with 
veterinary practice for all vet care and 
low cost S/N 

• Expanded volunteer base and has paid 
animal care staff 

• Utilizes North Shore adoption van 

• Utilizes Pet Point shelter management 
system 

• Microchip all animals 

• Opening larger storefront adoption 
center in 2010 

 

• Open larger permanent shelter and 
adoption center in collaboration with 
veterinary practice 

• Expand fundraising ba s e  
• Build capacity to take on more treatable 

dogs/cats from AC & C 
• Purchase own adoption van 
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2

Some Tier 2 MPPs are right on the cusp of becoming Tier 1 and are focusing their long-term goals on increasing  their capacity,
infrastructure, and presence within the community to become Tier 1 within 5 years.

     Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 - Year Goals 2010 to 2014 
2 Animal Haven To carefully place cats and 

dogs in loving homes, as 
well as give lifetime care 
for those who cannot be 
placed. 

• Re-structured organization in 2009 
selling Queens location and utilizing 
Soho storefront location as primary 
shelter. 

• Formed close community contacts 
and support 

• Mobile adoption van operating 2 to 3 
times per week 

• Redesigned Website, E-newsletter  
• Gave up sanctuary to reduce fiancial 

liability in 2009 
• Centralized all shelter, adoption 

programs in one location  

• Build on community 
relationships in current location 

• Increase storefront capacity to 
increase adoptions focusing on 
cats 

• Increase media presence  
• increase number of high profile 

fundraising events each year 
and rebuild financial base 

• Utilize adoption van more days 
a week 

 

 Animal Center 
of Queens 

In addition to helping 
homeless pets, a primary 
mission of the ACQ is to 
educate the public about 
responsible companion 
animal ownership, the 
importance of early 
training, the necessity to 
spay and neuter to prevent 
pet overpopulation which 
leads to abandonment, 
cruelty, and euthanasia, 
and that pet ownership is a 
lifetime commitment. 

•  Established storefront adoption 
Center in Queens with community 
support 

•  Utilized Alliance capacity grant to 
upgrade dog and cat kennels 

•  Hired an experienced manager and 
using North Shore Adoption vans 
regularly 

•  Work with public on training and 
keeping pets at home 

•  Take in owner surrenders on 
scheduled days 

• Upgraded website focusing on 
fundraising, education, adoptions 

• Look at new adoption Center 
and facility that has more 
room 

• Increase and organize 
volunteer base 

• Increase paid staff 
•  Develop fundraising strategies 

to include events, community 
business support  

• Start newsletter 
•  Fundraise for own adoption 

van 
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2     continued

 Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

2 Anjellicle 
Cats 

Based in Hell's Kitchen, Anjellicle 
Cats Rescue is a lifeline for 
abandoned, stray, neglected. and 
orphaned cats and kittens ! 
Well-known within the Broadway 
community, they always enjoy 
meeting new volunteers and 
people who share their mission — 
to compassionately rescue, care 
for, and place New York City's 
homeless cats and kittens .  
 

• Adoption location located in 
midtown Manhattan in the theater 
district, “Spoiled Brats”.  

• Strong commitment to and 
recognition in local community 
and using North Shore adoption 
van regularly 

• Increased Volunteer base and re-
organized Board focusing on 
fundraising opportunities 

• Extensive experienced Foster 
Network 

• Updated websitte and developed 
newsletter 

• Open permanent storefront 
adoption location 

• Increase frequency of community 
and high profile fundraising 
events 

• Organize their expanded foster 
network volunteer base  

• By their own adoption Van 

2 Bobbi & 
The 
Strays 

To find permanent, loving homes 
for dogs and cats in need 

• Have their own storefront 
adoption Center 

• Utilize NSAL adoption van 
• Have their own transport van 
• Educational workshops at schools 
• Active children and adult 

volunteer program 
• Strong presence and recognition 

in local community and by local 
politicians 

• Hosts high profile annual 
Halloween fundraising event 

• Upgraded website, newsletter, 
use u-tube, facebook  

 

• Increase adoptions 
• Open a physical shelter 
• Move to using pet point or other 

animal management system to 
improve tracking inventory and 
status in fosters 

 
 
 

 

Tier 2 MPPs are well-positioned to expand their current distribution channels and volunteer networks.
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2     continued

 Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 

2 Bide-A-
Wee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bide-A-Wee has found 
responsible homes for over 
1,000,000 cats, dogs, kittens and 
puppies during our first 100 
years. Bide-A-Wee also provides 
veterinary care for over 20,000 
pets each year, training 
assistance for adopters, humane 
education programs for 
thousands of children, pet therapy 
visits to nursing homes, hospitals 
and hospices, the Golden Years 
Retirement Home for older dogs 
and cats, two Pet Memorial 
Parks, and bereavement 
counseling. 

•  Physical shelter and animal 
hospital located in Manhattan  

• Gave up one of their 2 Long 
Island Shelters during economic 
downturn 

•  Continues to maintain a     
commitment to taking animals 
from AC & C 

•  Website & Newsletter 
• Upgraded shelter management  

system and website 
 
 
 

• Continue to increase number of 
AC & C case 

• Increase adoptions to above 
baseline year 

• More effective use of adoption 
space in Manhattan 

• Increase media presence  
focusing on NYC animals 

• Increase spay/neuter capacity for 
low cost spay neuter 

• Increase number of high profile 
fundraising events per year 

 
 

2 City 
Critters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our mission is to reduce the 
suffering and death of animals in 
our city by rescuing and placing 
stray and abandoned cats and 
kittens, by promoting the 
spaying/neutering of all 
companion animals, by educating 
the public on local animal issues, 
and by offering advice or 
assistance to local individuals 
dealing with homeless cat 
situations. 

• Permanent physical adoption 
center at Petco – Turtle Bay 

• Expanded capacity at Petco 
location 

• Added adoption program to  4 
veterinary clinics  

• Focused more on community cats 
(TNR) in last 2 years 

• Continuing to restructure 
programs and policies 

• Instituted microchipping of all cats 
• Upgraded Website 

• Increase adoptions 

• Continue to expand volunteer base and 
foster care network 

• Continue to enhance conditions at 
current location 

• Add another adoption location new 
PetSmart store at downtown location 

• Increase fundraising 

• Develop newsletter 

 

 

Tier 2 MPPs are well-positioned to expand their current distribution channels and volunteer networks.
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2     continued
 Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

2 Heart & 
Soul 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Heart and Soul is a non for profit 
organization that was started in 
1999 in loving memory of Autumn 
& Lady, the founders loving 
childhood best friends.. We do 
not have a shelter or paid 
employees. We are a small group 
of volunteers who foster animals 
in our home and prepare them for 
new forever homes. Every animal 
adopted opens space for another 
animal to be released from a high 
kill shelter. 

• Adoption location at local PetSmart 

• Primary facility is foster home with 
separate isolation room for dogs and 
cats, outside exercise areas. 

• Increased the number of dogs and 
cats taken from AC & C from 196 in 
2008 to 256 in 2009 

• Used capacity building grant for new 
shorelines kennels for moms and 
kittens 

• Started websitte in 2009 

• Strong community ties and support 

 

• Increase adoptions 
• Expand at home facility to 

include increased capacity to 
take on treatables, including a 
training and behavior program for 
dogs  

• Locate and acquire permanent 
adoption center 

• Develop own website and 
newsletter 

• Expand volunteer base to 
address fundraising needs, and 
web-design 

 
2 Humane 

Society of 
New York 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To care for animals in need when 
illness, injury or homelessness 
strikes. 
 
 
 

• Low cost veterinary care, including 
basic wellness care from spay/neuter 
to advanced diagnostic and surgical 
procedures  

• Neediest cases receive full or partial 
underwriting for care  

• By appointment, owners/guardians of 
pit bulls and pit bull mixes may have 
their pets spayed/neutered at any 
time, costs covered by the Society 

• TNR program through spay/neuter 
clinic and membership in Alliance 
Feral Cat Council 

• Physical shelter and animal hospital 
in Manhattan  

• Behavioral training and follow-up for 
adopted dogs 

• Lobbying and legislative presence in 
NYC and in NYS 

• Website and newsletter 

• Increase adoptions 
• Expand medical services to 

community and rescue groups 
• Expand spay/neuter capacity in 

NYC 
 
 

Tier 2 MPPs are well-positioned to expand their current distribution channels and volunteer networks.
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2     continued
 Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

2 In Our 
Hands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IN OUR HANDS RESCUE, INC., 
a 501 (c) (3) non-profit 
organization incorporated in the 
State of New York, began in New 
York City in 2007, where we 
continue to focus our rescue 
efforts.  

•  Offsite adoptions using NSAL 
adoption vans and at local 
community pet supply stores 

• Re-structured organization, set 
up Board of Directors, moved 
away from a 2 person operation 
to developing a small volunteer 
and foster program 

• Started website and fundraising 
programs, but those have not 
been updated regularly 

• Focus primarily on AC & C cats, 
but accepts owner surrenders 
form the public 

Uncertain that this organization will 
be able to maintain capacity and 
develop enough of an infrastructure 
unless they: 
• Increase fundraising capabilities  
• Locate and acquire a 

permanent adoptions location 
• Upgrade website and 

Newsletter and add more media 
( facebook, utube, twitter) 

• Re-structure and organize  
volunteer and foster care 
network with greater focus on 
quarantine and managing 
contagious disease 

 
2 Kitty Kind 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are dedicated to relieving 
cats’ suffering by providing food, 
shelter, medical care and comfort 
until we can place them in a safe 
and loving home 

• Have primary Petco adoption 
location in NYC 

•  Network of foster homes and 
Volunteer base 

•  Two annual fundraising events  
•  Publishing newsletter 
• Restructured and expanded 

Board of Directors 
• Upgraded data management 

systems re adoption center and 
foster homes network  

Continuing to restructure programs 
and policies 

• Increase adoptions  
• Re-structure and organize  

volunteer and foster care 
network 

• Obtain transport van 
• Increase fundraising capability 
• Update website  
• Increase adoption venues ( use 

NSAL van or purchase own van) 
 

 

Tier 2 MPPs are well-positioned to expand their current distribution channels and volunteer networks.
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   OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 1      continued

 Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 -Year Goals 2010 to 2014 
  2 Life Line 

Rescue 
 

Life Line is devoted to the rescue 
of dogs and cats at Animal 
Control Shelters at highest risk to 
euthanasia  
 

• Well established foster and 
volunteer network 

• Long standing relationships with 
veterinary practices 

• Adoption venues at community 
pet supply locations 

• On-going permanent adoption 
location at PetSmart location 

 
 
 

• Increase adoptions 
• Increase fundraising capabilities  
• Locate and acquire a permanent 

adoptions location 
• Upgrade website and Newsletter 

and add more media ( facebook, 
utube, twitter) 

 
 

  2 Long 
Beach 
Humane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Long Beach Humane 
Society's mission is to fight for 
the humane and ethical 
treatment of all animals and to 
shelter, feed and provide 
veterinary care to felines we 
rescue or those who are 
surrendered to us. Once under 
our care, our goal is to find our 
cats and kittens good 
homes/parents who can fulfill 
their dreams of living with love 
and affection, health and well-
being, safety and compassion. 

• Have a permanent adoption 
location at local oet supply store 

•  Well established in their 
community 

• Strong volunteer base to handle 
treatable moms and litters and 
bottle babies 

• Have substantial reserve fund 
•  Petfinder website 

• Incerase adoption 
• Locate and acquire permanent 

adoption center 
• Develop own website and 

newsletter 
• Expand volunteer base to 

address fundraising needs, and 
web-design. 
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   OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2      continued

Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 - Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

North Shore 
Animal 
Welfare 
League 

North Shore Animal League America 
is the world's largest no-kill pet rescue 
and adoption organization, with a 
mission of rescuing and restoring 
animals to loving homes. We have 
been successfully placing homeless 
pets into loving homes for over 60 
years.  
 
 
 
 

• Full service shelter and hospital  

• State of Art Veterinary hospital 

• Several adoption vans which are utilized by other 
Alliance member groups 

• Petco location on Upper Eastside visited by van 
periodically 

• Working cooperatively with AC&C of NYC re 
offsite adoption events 

• Microchipping all cats and dogs taken from 
AC&C 

Provides low-cost S/N to local rescue organizations 
and expanded services to TNR 

• Continue to support Alliance 
member groups with cooperative 
van program 

• Continue to increase number of 
cats and dogs taken from AC&C 

• Increase number of treatable AC & 
C transfers, providing resources of 
their state of art hospital 

 

  
2 

 
Posh Pets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Posh Pet Rescue takes in animals 
that are not easily adopted and 
rehabilitates them for adoption. They 
mostly serve senior small dogs or 
animals with special needs and 
injuries, and they occasionally help 
bigger dogs and cats as well. Animals 
receive any required vet care and 
surgeries and are kept in foster 
homes until they are ready for 
adoption.  
 

 

• Focused exclusively on AC & C dogs with special 
needs 

• Offsite adoptions at local pet supply stores 

• Strong relationships with 3 veterinary practice 

• Strng Foster home network and Volunteer base 

• Has own website ( not just petfinders as well as a 
newlsletter 

• Using NSAL adoption vans 

 

• Increase adoptions 

• Re-structure volunteer and foster 
network 

• Attract volunteers in areas of 
fundraising, web design and 
update, use of other media 
networks ( u-tube, face-book, 
twiitter) 

• Increase fundraising base and 
sources 

• Secure permanent shelter and 
adoption location 
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    OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2      continued

Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 - Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Social Tees Behind the scenes at Social Tees, 
we rescue, rehab and place animals 
(including reptiles, dogs, cats and 
birds) for the ASPCA, Humane 
Society and zoos.  
 

• Permanet shelter and adoption center on lower 
east side 

• Redesigned permanent physical adoption center 
in storefront on lower east side; isolation room 
added 

• Strong history and ties within the community; 
known as the local rescue organization in lower 
east side. 

• Works with NYC DOHMH and ASPCA re exotic 
animals 

• Utilizes local vet that visits 2x a week 

• Primary focus ctas, added dogs in 2010 

• Utilized NSAL adoption van regularly 

• Increase adoptions 

• Attract broader based/skilled 
volunteers: web design, newsletter  

• Continue to enhance adoption 
space 

• Looking to acquire new and larger 
adoption center/storefront on west 
side 

• Expand fundraising base and 
sources 

• Hire paid staff 

• Utilize Shelter management 
system 

 

 

 2 Staten 
Island 
Council for 
Animal 
Welfare 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Staten Island Council for 
Animal Welfare (SICAW) is 
committed to the rescue, 
shelter, care, and adoption of 
stray, abandoned, and 
unwanted animals on Staten 
Island. They are also dedicated 
to furthering the public's 
education concerning the 
issues of proper pet care and 
importance of spaying and 
neutering.  

• Website 

• Adoption space at Petsmart 

• Foster care network 

• Relationship with several veterinary practices 

• Volunteer base 

• Community TNR  

• Own website and using facebook 

 

• Increase adoptions 

• Secure permanent shelter and 
adoption site 

• Increase number of dogs and cats 
taken from AC & C 

• Attract broader based/skilled 
volunteers: web design, newsletter  
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    OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Tier 2      continued
Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 - Year Goals 2010 to 2014 

2  Urban Cat 
League 

Provides care and protection to New 
York City's street cats by helping to 
find the best situation for each cat that 
comes under our care. This includes 
adoption, spay/neuter, socialization of 
kittens and adults and relocation to a 
safer outdoor location. Most 
importantly,  

• Well established TNR organization with a 
permanent mid-town adoption location 

• Member of the NYC Feral Cat Initiative 

• Organizes community cat SN projects and has 
well established network of volunteers and 
resources including a trap bank 

• Established website and newsletter 

• Organization re-focusing on TNR 
and providing community 
resources and support to other 
TNR groups and caretakers 

• Provide trainings and stray cat 
socialization workshops 

• Unlikely to increase adoptions as 
organization moves toward TNR 
education, community resources 
for colony caretakers and training. 

  
 2 

Waggin’ 
Train 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Waggin' Train Rescue was founded 
by Jane Kleinsinger to address the 
aftermath of 9/11/2001 and its effect 
on the NYC animal shelter system, 
which had become overwhelmed with 
lost and abandoned animals. 

•  Grew from a one person operation to forming a 
501 c 3 and a Board of Directors with 3 people 
involved in rescue and adoptions 

• Primary focus on large at risk breeds; Shepard 
mixes, rottweilers, bassets and beagle mixes 

• Re-structred organization utilizing Board 
members strength and dividing responsibilities 

• Developed a foster networking  

• Designed own website 

• Re-structure volunteer and foster 
network that can focus on adoption 
venues 

• Attract volunteers in areas of 
fundraising, web design and 
update, use of other media 
networks ( u-tube, face-book, 
twiitter) 

• Increase fundraising base and 
sources 

 

2 Zani’s 
Furry 
Friends 

Zani's Furry Friends pulls cats and 
dogs from the NYC shelter system 
and keeps them in foster homes while 
they await permanent adoptio n .  
 

• Weekly adoption spot at Petco on upper west 
side 

• Large foster care network and volunteer base 

• Long standing relationship with Manhattan AC&C 

• Strong relationships with 4 veterinary practices 

• Expanded Board of Directors and specialized 
positions for key volunteers 

• Resources available for treeatables 

• Own website and quarterly newsletter 

• Utiilizes NSAL adoptions vans 

• Increase adoptions 

• Increase fundraising capability 

• Improve oversight of fosters and 
volunteers 

• Need dedicated isolation space 

• Increase adoption 
venues/locations 
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Continued

Tier 3 MPPs are small relative to their peers in the other tiers.  However, they are as focused on their goals as their sister
organizations.  Many aspire to becoming Tier 2 and are anxious to take advantage of the infrastructure-development help
provided by Maddie’s and the Alliance.

Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 - Year Goals 2010 to 2014 
3 Eve’s Sanctuary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Founded in 2004, "Eve's 
Sanctuary" is an independent, no-
kill, non-profit, all volunteer, 
animal rescue organization based 
in New York City. Dealing 
primarily with cats and dogs in 
imminent danger in the NYC area 
and primarily at AC & C  

• Started as a one person foster for AC & C 

• Re-designed home based facility to include 
isolation room, kennels for nursing moms and 
kittens and separate space for dogs 

• Has petfinder page and facebook 

• Utilizes NSAL adoption van and has weekly 
adoption location on upper east side of 
Manhattan 

• Developed small volunteer and foster network 

• Re-structure volunteer and 
foster network that can focus 
on adoption venues 

• Attract volunteers in areas of 
fundraising, web design and 
update, use of other media 
networks ( u-tube, face-book, 
twiitter) 

• Increase fundraising base and 
sources 

3 K-9 Kastle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

K9Kastle Corp. is a small, not-
for-profit rescue group, taking 
animals from bad situations and 
rehabilitating and rehoming 
them. We get many, many cats 
and dogs from the NYC shelters, 
where the rescue coordrinators 
work very hard to place every 
last animal in a better situatio n  

 

• Started as a one person foster for AC & C and 
then a home based rescue organization 

• Developed small volunteer and foster network 

• Expanded adoptions venue to Petco location in 
Brooklyn 

• Utilizes NSAL adoption van 

 

 

• Re-structure volunteer and 
foster network that can focus 
on increasing adoption venues 

• Attract volunteers in areas of 
fundraising, web design and 
update, use of other media 
networks ( u-tube, face-book, 
twiitter) 

• Design own website 

• Acquire permanent adoption 
storefront 

3 Mighty Mutts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mighty Mutts mission is to rescue 
dogs and cats within the community, 
It has a long history of working with 
large dogs, hard to place dogs, 
abused and neglected dogs and 
cats. Holding weekly adoptions at 
Union Square Park for over 10 
years,  

 

• Permanent adoption spot at Union Square in 
Manhattan 

• Well established and respected in community 
for their commitment to abused and neglected 
strays 

• Long established volunteer base 

• Strong foster network 

• Store front location in the east 20’s of 
Manhattan  

• Increase adoptions 

• Sustain storefront location, 
developing community 
relationships and support 

• Increase number of cats and 
dogs taken from AC&C 

• Expand fundraising capabilities 
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OVERVIEW OF GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR KEY GROUPS - Continued

Tier 3 MPPs are small relative to their peers in the other tiers.  However, they are as focused on their goals as their sister
organizations.  Many aspire to becoming Tier 2 and are anxious to take advantage of the infrastructure-development help
provided by Maddie’s and the Alliance.

Tier Group Mission Infrastructure & Services Today  5 - Year Goals 2010 to 2014 
3 P.L.U.T.O. To promote humane education 

designed to increase awareness, 
compassion and responsible pet 
ownership.  An all-volunteer group 
dedicated to rescuing, providing 
medical attention and unconditional 
love until placed in a permanent and 
well educated home .  

 

• Strong presence and recognition in local 
community 

• Website and newsletter 

• Adoption space at PetSmart 

• Administers local low cost spay/neuter program 
with local vets for the public 

• Participation in community events such, as St. 
Patrick’s Day Parade and Photos with Santa 
event in Staten Island 

• Secured mobile adoption van 

 

• Increase adoptions 

• Enhance current retail 
relationship 

• Add another adoption location 

• Attract volunteers focused on 
fundraising, website, alternate 
media ( face book, u-tube, 
twitter) 

• Increase fundraising 

  3 SaveKitty 
Foundation  
 
 
 
 
 
 

SaveKitty Foundation is group of 
rescuers who do Trap-Neuter-
Return (TNR). "Friendly strays" and 
feral kittens under six months of age 
are socialized in foster homes and 
offered for adoption.  
 
 
 
 

• Adoption space at local pet food store 

• Own Website 

• Data management system to track cats               

• Increase adoptions 

• Increase fundraising capability 

• Permanent adoption site 

• Utilize NSAL adoption Van 

3 Stray from the 
Heart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dedicated to stray and abandoned 
dogs, focusing on pit buls and pit 
mixes 
 
 
 

• Well established rescue on upper west side 

• Strong community support 

• Newsletter 

• Website 

• Restructured volunteer base focused on 
fundraising 

• Increase adoptions 

• Permanent shelter and 
adoption location 

• Increase fundraising 
capabilities 

• Implement shelter 
management system/program 
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• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative descriptions and benefits

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10 year budget

     TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY
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SUMMARY OF PLANNED INITIATIVES

To address the different needs of the MPPs in achieving the four core objectives and reaching no-kill in NYC, the Alliance will
continue to administer, sponsor, support, and deliver subsidies, tools, programs, and services .developed in the first five years of the
project and expand those initiatives that have had the greatest impact in achieving our four core objectives.

Wheels of Hope/Transport Program

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals

Technical Support

MPP “Strength” Training

Maintain Government relationships

Capacity Building Grants & Support

Temporary Holding/Boarding and Foster

Store Front Adoption Centers

Maddie’s Fund Adoption Guarantee Grants 

AC & C Transfer  Support Grants

Tools

Services

Subsidies

Programs

Description

Alliance van(s) used for animal care transport & shelter transfers.
Coordinating transports and managing relationships between AC &
staff and MPPs. Transporting donated products.

Annual adoption and pet services events held in city parks

Public Relations, Advertising & Marketing

Support offsite adoption centers/facilities for expansion and
enhancements.

Provides support for short term care of AC & C animals at vets,
boarding facilities and preferably foster homes before going to rescue

Help develop and provide start-up for MPP-specific adoption
storefronts

Coordinate volunteer services/technical assistance to MPPs.

Liaison with city agencies for resources

Breed Rescue, Feral Cat Initiative, NYC Community Collaboration

Initiatives

Picasso Veterinary Fund

Maintaining Coalitions

Monetary subsidies for MPPs to increase adoptions

Operating, administrative, initiative, & coordination expenses

Emergency medical costs for AC&C animals taken by MPPs

ASPCA Support for initiatives and operating expenses

Special Adoption/Community Events Adoption and community events in collaboration with other orgs.

Micro Chipping Animals Provide low-cost microchip to MPP’s and public at community events

MPP Adoption Website Alliance website featuring animals for adoptions/linked to Petfinder

Helping Pets and People in Crisis Providing services/support for domestic violence, homeless,
hospitalization

Feral Cat Initiative Addressing free roaming cat overpopulation though TNR community
resources

Strengthen MPPs capacity & capability; marketing, volunteer,
fundraising, adoptions,

Promote awareness, adoptions, responsible pet guardianship:
micro-chipping, spay/neuter, and dog licensing
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SUMMARY OF PLANNED INITIATIVES

In addition to filling the needs of the MPPs, each initiative impacts at least one of the four core objectives with most initiatives
producing multiple benefits in varying degrees.

Wheels of Hope/Transport Program

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals

Special Adoption/Community Events

Technical Support

MPP “Strength” Training

Develop & Maintaining Gov’t. Relationships

Capacity Building Grants & Support

Temporary Holding//Boarding/Foster

Store Front Adoption Centers

Maddie’s Fund Adoption Guarantee Grants

Picasso Veterinary Fund

Tools

Services

Subsidies

Programs

Public Relations, Advertising & Marketing

Initiatives

Maintaining Coalitions

Raise
awareness

Strengthen
resources

Increase
adoptions

Decrease
homelessness

ASPCA

Micro Chipping Adopted Animals

AC & C Transfer Support Grant

MPP Adoption Website

Feral Cat Initiative

Helping Pets and People in Crisis

High impact

Low impact
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Below are examples of some of the key factors that helped us achieve our first core objective and increase above baseline
adoptions by 15,884 dogs and cats by the fifth year of the project

¢ Increase Adoptions
• AC&C Transfer Initiative
• Strengthen Communication: AC&C to APOS (MPPS)
• Wheels of Hope
• Mobile Adoptions
• Special Adoption Events
• LXNY TV Initiative
• Consistent Adoption Locations
• Foster Care Network
• Picasso Veterinary Fund
• Holding, Boarding, Medical

THE FIRST FIVE YEARS: 2005-2009:
Achievements By Objective
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PROJECTED IMPACT ON INCREASING ADOPTIONS Year 6 through 10

The conservative estimate projects that these initiatives resulted in  just over 2,400 adoptions the first year and over 12,000
adoptions in Year 5. We expect these initiatives to grow to over 13,000 adoptions by end of year 10.

Note:  Adoptions resulting from supporting service-based initiatives (e.g., MPP “Strength Training”, etc.) are indirectly figured into the above numbers
           The cost benefit for Store Front Adoption Centers indicated we would not support this initiative going forward after Year 4
           *The Pet -Ark Kiosk initiative was discontinued as maintaining them was problematic.

ADOPTIONS
Year 1
2005

Year 3
2007

Year 4
2008

Year 5
2009

Year 6
2010

Year 7
2011

Year 10
2014

10 Year 
Total

Wheels of Hope/Transport Program 655         2,000      2,800    3,000     6,900       7,400        7,500       6,400     44,155    

MPP Adoption Website 450         960         1,100    1,300     1,300       1,800        2,280       2,640     16,870    

* Pet Ark Kiosk (In Shelters) * 152         -          -        -         -          -            -           -         152         

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals 247         264         185       120        150          130           100          -         1,316      

Special Adoption Events 240         314         356       388        420          700           720          750        5,388      

103         140         233       662        1,132       1,300        1,400       1,700     9,770      

Capacity Building Grants & Support 156         240         320       300        320          340           360          420        3,236      

Store Front Adoption Centers -         -          -        120        120          120           120          120        840         

Temporary Holding/Boarding/Foster 325         700         700       1,100     1,300       1,100        1,000       300        7,725      

Helpig People and Pets in Crisis 40          220          280           280          280        1,660      

Technical Support 126         140         160       200        240          280           320          400        2,626      

TOTAL ADOPTIONS 2,454      4,758      5,854    7,230     12,102     13,450      14,080      13,010   93,738    

Community Adoption Events

Year 2
2006
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The direct-to-MPP resources (healthy adoption incentive, treatable adoption incentive, AC & C transfer and other grants and the
Picasso Veterinary Fund) provide the basis for MPPs to offset the costs to ramp up their capabilities and build the necessary
infrastructure to handle adoption increases. Additional funding sources are expected to come form MPP fundraising goals and
adoptions subsidies associated with increased adoption goals.  We expect MPPs to raise close to 50% of total cost.

PROJECTED FUNDING SOURCES FOR ABOVE BASELINE ADOPTION COSTS  - Years 1 to 10

Direct Alliance
Resources/Subsidies

MPP
Fundraising

MPP Adoption
Fees

TOTAL
Projected

Healthy Adoption subsidy:  $14,615,069
Treatable Adoption Subsidy:          1,763,777
ACC Transfer/other grants:    2,809,975
Picasso Veterinary Fund:    3.130,367

$44,673,162
100%

$13,455,725
 30%

$8,898,249
20%

$22,319,188
  50%
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Initially MPPs relied on external funding sources to pay for above baseline activities. However, MPPs are expected to become more
self-sufficient as their capabilities grow and stabilize. Based on the chart below we estimate that average per animal funding
needed for above baseline adoptions is highest in Year 3 through 7 when we begin to gear up and tackle including treatable dogs
and cats. MPP contributions are projected to totals $22,319,188 over the 10 year period. By Year 10 we project MPP’s will
contribute 50% of the funding to support and offset costs related to above baseline adoptions.

256

255

267

247

219

173

140

113

101

94

75

MPP
Fundraising

MPP Adoption
Fees

Year 1 -  $331

Year 2 -  $330

Year 3 -  $352

Year 4 -  $372

Year 5 -  $364

Year 6 -  $353

Year 7 -  $340

Year 8 -  $303

Year 9 -  $306

Year 10 - $289

75

75

85

85

100

100

100

125

125

10

40

60

80

100

90

80

70

 

Healthy
(#)

Treatables
(#)

+ = Total
($)

3,956

5,675

8,189

13,901

14,735

14,600

15,500

13,600

13,000

12,000

-

-

-

-

1,149

2,400

1,800

3,600

4,500

6,000

1,309,436

1,872,750

2,882,528

5,171,172

5,781,776

5,780,000

6,106,900

5,211,600

5,355,000

5,202,000

$ 44,673,346

 Average above baseline cost per animal is rounded to the nearest dollar. Total costs are based on Actual Year 1 though Year 5 expenses and
       projected Year 6 to Year 10 budgets. Total # of animals reflect MPPs participating in the associated years.
    * Year 4 through Year 10 # of animals includes AC & C above baseline adoptions -- the years that s AC & C is included in adoption subsidy distribution.

Per Animal Projected average cost per animal over 10 years  $334

19,449115,156

Projected breakdown of MPP funding sources for saving above baseline healthy & treatable animals

Direct Alliance
Resources/Subsidies
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PROJECTED IMPACT ON DECREASING HOMELESSNESS

The initiatives that will have the greatest impact on decreasing homelessness are critical to reaching objective.  Without a concerted
and directed effort to control the animal population growth, as well as ensuring that existing homes stay safe and secure, the
homeless population will outgrow any adoption efforts put into place.

Slow cat and dog
population growth
through spay/ neuter
programs

Increase no. of lost
pets returned to
guardians through
micro chipping

Strengthen
existing pet homes
through guardian
education

Increase no. of
foster homes

Wheels of Hope/Transport Program P

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals

Special Adoption Events

Community Adoption Events

MPP Adoption website

Develop/Maintain Gov’t Relationships

PR, Advertising & Marketing

P

P

P
P

P

While it is nearly impossible to quantify the precise impact these efforts have
on reducing the number of homeless animals, this objective is crucial to
reaching and maintaining the goal.  Where possible, every Alliance initiative
will be leveraged to support this objective, especially in advertising and PR.

Micro Chipping Adopted Animals

Helping People & Pets in Crisis

Feral Cat Initiative - TNR & Community Cat

P

P

P

P

P

P
P

P

P
P

P
P

P

P

P

P P

P
P

P
P

P
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Below are examples of some of the key factors that helped us move closer to achieving our second core objective in the first five
years of the project

¢Decrease Homelessness
• Maddie’s Spay/Neuter Project in NYC
• Mayor’s Alliance Spay/Neuter Clinics with ASPCA and AC&C
• Free and Low-Cost Microchipping Clinics
• Dog Licensing
• Wheels of Hope
• Foster Care Network
• Helping Pets and People in Crisis
• Feral Cat Initiative

THE FIRST FIVE YEARS: 2005-2009:
Achievements By Objective
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PROJECTED IMPACT ON RAISING AWARENESS

Building awareness of both the MPPs and the issues surrounding animal homelessness are key to reaching our goal.  The annual
combined reach for these initiatives is likely to be 25% to 40% of the 8 million NYC households.

Key messages delivered

Audience targeted and reached

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals

Special Adoption Events

Community Adoption Events

MPP Technical Support

Develop & Maintain Gov’t Relationships

Capacity Building Grants & Support

Store Front Adoption Centers

Maddie’s Fund

Picasso Fund

MPP Adoption Website

PR, Advertising & Marketing

Maintaining Coalitions

Education on responsible
pet guardianship & animal

homelessness issues

Increasing awareness
of MPPs and the

animals in their care

P P
PP

P P

P

PP

P
P

P

P

P
PP

P

P

P

~200,000 unique site visitors per year

~4,000 overall attendance and 250K – 500K through PR/ads

6K – 8K overall attendance and 500K – 1M  through PR/ads

High exposure to local communities through on-going consistent 
Adoption locations using NSAL vans 

Potential to increase visibility by 20% with longer hours

Anticipate 20K to 30K store visitors per year

Estimate ~8,500 visitors per MPP website

See exposure generated from Festivals and Park events

Estimate that each campaign will reach at least 500K people

Goodwill and press generated from each animal is high but
difficult to measure

Maddie’s presence increases visibility of shelter animals

FCCNYC & NYBRN educate their communities & the public

Domestic Violence/Homeless Projects

TNR - Feral Cat Initiative

P

P

P

Exposure generated within communities and PR/marketing

Provides PR/marketing opportunities and impact gov’t policies
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Below are examples of some of the key factors that helped us move closer to achieving our third core objective in the first five
years of the project

¢ Raise Awareness
• Public relations/Marketing

New York Stock exchange Closing Bell
Mayor’s Alliance Special Events
Online Marketing and Social Media
Mayor’s Alliance Newsletter

• PSA / Advertising
Maddie’s Fund/HSUS/Ad Council Shelter Pet Project
Mayor’s Alliance Vacancy Campaign
Mayor’s Alliance Spay/Neuter & Adoption PSA’s
AC&C Best Friend Forever Campaign
AC&C Billboard Advertising
AC&C Victims of Circumstance Ad Campaign

THE FIRST FIVE YEARS: 2005-2009:
Achievements By Objective
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PROJECTED IMPACT ON STRENGTHENING RESOURCES

These initiatives help MPPs build capabilities and provide opportunities in the areas of fundraising and revenue generation,
operational efficiency, and infrastructure building.

Fundraising /
revenue

generation

Cost reduction /
operating
efficiency

Capability Building & Specific Opportunities

Wheels of Hope/Transport Program

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals

MPP Technical Support

MPP “Strength” Training

Develop & Maintain Gov”t Relationships

Capacity Building Grants & Support

Temporary Holding/Boarding/Foster 

Storefront Adoption Centers

Maddie’s Fund

Picasso Veterinary Fund

Maintaining Coalitions

P

P

P

P P

P

Infrastructure
building & support

P

P

P P

P P P

P

P P

P P

P

Not only do these initiatives
develop MPP skills and
resources, reduce and offset
costs, most also provide
benefits, from interactions

• Opportunities to network
and develop relationships

• Time to share ideas and
resources between MPPs

• Decrease in both
volunteer and
shelter/rescue worker
burnout

• Leverage existing
professional relationships
to provide high-level
expertise and volunteers
and getting donations
such as food in large
quantities

• Provide resources and
cost offsets that smaller
individual organizations
can’t effectively support

Micro chipping Adopted Animals P

ASPCA P P

P

Helping Pets and People in Crisis

P

P P
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Below are examples of some of the key factors that helped us achieve our first core objective and increase above baseline
adoptions by 15,884 dogs and cats by the fifth year of the project

¢ Strengthen Resources
• Capacity Building Grants
• APO (MPP) Strength Training
• Strengthen Communication: AC&C to APOs (MPPs)
• AC&C Transfer Initiative
• Holding, Boarding, Medical
• Wheels of Hope
• Picasso Veterinary Fund
• Maintain Government Relationships

THE FIRST FIVE YEARS: 2005-2009:
Achievements By Objective
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In looking at the next 5 years our initiatives will focus on maintaining the euthanasia reduction we have accomplished in the
last five years and addressing the challenges and costs associated with accomplishing no treatable deaths. While transfers to
MPP shelters and rescue organizations has played a major role in our success in the last five years, reducing the number of
owner surrenders and strays will become pivotal to insuring that no healthy or treatable dog and cats will be euthanized in 2014
the end of our 10 year plan.

¢Diversify funding streams to reinforce sustainability

¢Insure the health of dogs & cats at AC&C while waiting
for adoption or transfer

¢Reduce cat intake though an aggressive targeted s/n
programs for community cats (strays); dog intake
declined 31.7% whereas cat intake increased 6.6%
between 2003 and 2009

LOOKING AHEAD: 2010-BEYOND:
Challenges/Opportunities
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• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative descriptions, benefits and looking ahead

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10 year budget

TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY
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KEY FUNCTIONS NECESSARY TO DEVELOP AND ADMINISTER THE INITIATIVES

Administering the initiatives and achieving the objectives requires an infrastructure that can provide the overall direction and
strategic leadership, develop and execute the initiatives, acquire the funds needed for implementation, strengthen the
infrastructure of the MPPs, and address the day-to-day operations of a not-for-profit office.

Strategic
Leadership

Fundraising
and MPP

Development

Financial &
Administrative
Management

Program
Management

• Identify and cultivate
contributors

• Manage grant writing and
submission process

• Develop, execute, and
monitor fundraising strategies
and programs

• Provide management insight
and business guidance to
MPPs to ensure growth and
long-term sustainability

• Deliver information and
education to strengthen
MPPs infrastructure

• Develop and implement initiatives
to increase adoptions, reduce
homelessness, build awareness,
and strengthen MPP resources

• Track success and revise
initiatives as needed

• Manage the distribution of
resources to MPPs and ensure
that grant-required tracking and
reporting is done in a timely matter

• Set strategic direction, goals, and objectives
• Develop and maintain relationships with key

stakeholders (e.g., government officials, MPP leaders,
foundations and major donors, local and national
animal-welfare organizations)

• Ensure that goals and objectives are met within limits
of budget

• Provide the “face” of the Alliance to the press
and community

• Gather and compile statistical
information and data and
prepare reporting for funders on
progress.

• Manage the budgeting and
accounting processes.

• Handle day-to-day administrative
duties (i.e., phones, meetings,
schedules)

• Procure and maintain office
supplies and equipment

• Provide support to development,
fundraising, and program
management areas as needed
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• Responsible for coordinating
Alliance events

• Coordinated Community events,
works with MPPs and NSAL to
schedule adoption vans

• Manage microchip events
• Coordinate S/N clinics for TNR
groups and public utilizing all
available resources: ASPCA,
HSNY, Toby’s Project

MAYOR’S ALLIANCE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND SKILLS

The organizational structure is designed to be efficient, provide individuals with both responsibility and accountability, and
achieve the no-kill goals of the Alliance. The plan is to be fully staffed by Year 6 of the project, maintaining flexibility with a
yearly assessment of need. Focus for Year 6 through 10 is to develop a strong Fundraising Program leveraging the success
 through Year 5

Executive
Director

Development &
Fundraising

Director

Finance
Consulting

• Provides the overall leadership for the Mayor’s Alliance for
NYC’s animals

• Seasoned, driven, and well-spoken executive with strong ties to
animal community, an aptitude for consensus-building, and
ability to develop relationships with diverse groups  (i.e.,
government, corporations, not-for-profit, high-profile citizens)

Director of
Admin Services
Coordinates MF

S/N Project

• Responsible for Office
administration,

• Inputs and tabulates MPP data for
Maddie’s Fund grant

• Detail-oriented, personable, service-
driven person with high aptitude for
data analysis

• Collect and report on data for MF
Spay Neuter Project

• Manage the budgeting
and accounting
functions.

• Experienced financial
administrator with deep
knowledge of not-for-
profit accounting and
management issues

• Develops and executes
programs to meet
fundraising goals

• Track record of raising
not-for-profit funds at the
$500,000 to $1 million
level; deep knowledge of
funding sources for
animal-related causes

• Provide training and
development to build the
MPP infrastructure

• Strong business
operations and
management background
with excellent
communication and
consulting skills;
experience in start-up or
non-profit environment

PR &
Communications

Director

• Develops and
Implement Public
Relations, Marketing
and Advertising to
support and Promote
Program and services.
Incorporate Maddie’s
Recognition in media
plans and PR activities

MF Project
Grant

Coordinator

• Responsible for MF Adoption
Program reporting to Maddie’s

  Fund.
• Data collection and analysis to
support reporting requirements,

• Also works with
Fundraising/Development in
providing materials needed for grant
proposals

Events and
Training

Coordinator

Transport
Coordinators/

Volunteer Admin

• Responsible for maintaining transport
vehicles

•  Coordinate with AC & C, MPPs  all
transport requests and dispatch drivers.

• Maintain schedules, map-quests, coordinate
vehicle maintenance and update transport
logs

Animal Care and
APO Coordinators

• Responsible for maintaining
relationships with AC & C and
MPPs

• Conduct site visits and resolve
day to day issues between
AC&C New Hope staff and
MPPs

• Manage and oversee Picasso,
Medical, Boarding, Foster
programs, including maintaining
database

• Provide support and training to
MPPs around animal care
issues
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• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative descriptions and benefits

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10 year budget

TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY
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SUMMARY OF MAYOR’S ALLIANCE COSTS OVER 10 YEARS

There are three cost components:  money distributed to MPPs in the form of subsidies, direct-to-MPP resources (programs,
services, & tools), and cost to operate the Alliance.  The total projected cost over 10 years is $44,098,697.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Operational

Direct-to-MPP Resources
(Programs, Services & tools)

Subsidies

Avg total cost
$4,409,870

2.05M

2.68M

3.55M

5.37M

5.89M

5.6M
4.95M

4.64M 4.64M
4.72M

49%

33%

18%

54%

28%

18%

62%

24%

15%

64%

23%

13%

59%

27%

14%

53%

29%

18%

48%

32%

20%

42%

35%

23%

38%

38%

24%

36%

39%

25%

$22,319,188

$13,563,925

$8,215,583
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MADDIE’S® CONTRIBUTION TO MAYOR’S ALLIANCE COST

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

2,049

2,682

3,548

Maddie’s Fund

ASPCA & Fundraising

899

1,151 1,745

938
2,688

860

5,370

4,221

1,149

5,895

4,313

1,582

5,605

1,713

3,892

4,952

1,876

3,060

4,637 4,642 4,717

10-Year total cost projection
U.S. dollars (thousands)

The total Alliance cost estimate over 10 years is $44,098,697. Maddie’s Fund is projected to cover $20,817,616 representing
just over 47% of this cost.

$ 20,817,616

$ 23,281,081

4,637
4,642 4,717
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MADDIE’S CONTRIBUTION TO SUBSIDIES COSTS

The total estimate for total subsidies to MPPs over 10 years is $22,319,188.  Maddie’s Fund is projected to cover $ 12,344,346
or approximately 50% of the total subsidies to be distributed which includes MF above baseline adoption subsidies, AC & C
Transfer Initiative grant, other grants to AC & C and the Picasso Fund. ASPCA & other Alliance funding sources are projected to
cover $ 9,974,842..

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

10-Year Projection for Subsidy Distribution
U.S. dollars (thousands)

Maddie’s Fund

ASPCA & Fundraising

431

581

897

550
1,581

604

902

2,526

738

2,738

650

2,355

540

1,836
1,012

1,447

2,185

3,428 3,476

2,985

2,376

1,462
1,312 1,260

$12,344,346
  $9,974,842

1,462
1,312 1,260
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SUMMARY OF SUBSIDY COSTS OVER 10 YEARS

All of the subsidies are dedicated to supporting the adoption of healthy and treatable animals.  The “AC&C cost support” subsidizes
the specific costs related to transfers of dogs and cats to rescues and shelters that are incurred by the AC&C. It is referred to as
an intake transfer program, providing incentives to AC & C linked directly to increases in transfers to MPP rescue and shelters.
In 2009 transfers to MPPs. increased by over 12,000 dogs and cats to 17,641 total transfers (78% were to MPPs)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Picasso grants

Healthy  incentives

Treatable incentives

AC&C cost support

345

431
897

240

1,581

2,526 2,540

2,092

1,576
1,156

 975  840

309

300 385

290

260
230 210

10-Year Projection for Subsidy Distribution
U.S. dollars (thousands)

350

$1,012,327 $2,184,729 $2,985,500$1,446,963 $3,476,184$3,427,985 $1,947,000$2,376,000 $1,767,500 $1,695,000
Above Baseline #
Healthy #
Treatable #

3,956 5,675 8,189 13,400 14,735
1,149

15,500
1,800

14,600
2,400

13,600
3,600

13,000
4,500

12,000
6,000

236

310 295 602 353 250 250 225 225 225

198

243

259

306
337

420

$2,809,974

$14,615,069

$1,763,777

$3,130,367
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SUMMARY OF DIRECT-TO-MPP RESOURCES COST OVER 10 YEARS

Initiative costs of $13,563,925 are estimated to grow in the first 4 years of the project at a greater rate to boost groups resources
and begin to level off by Year 5 of the project. Program costs are responsible for just over half (59%) of the total initiative costs.
For specifics on key initiative impacting costs, see Appendix A-2.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Tools

Programs

Services

Total $669,151 $840,087 $1,609,743$741,583 $1,587,079$1,244,856 $1,635,680$1,599,044 $1775,333, $1,861,369

10-Year Projection for Initiative Cost
U.S. dollars (thousands)

50

472

147
90

541

111 191

480

169

297

791

157

1,022

191

374 432

941

237

457

886

256

453

930

253

530

274

569

1,018

274

Average annual cost
Programs = $805,339
Services = $207,088
Tools = $344,045

 972
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL COSTS OVER 10 YEARS

Operational costs totaling $8,215.583 have remained lower than projected in the first 5 years of the project but are expected to
increase in years 6 through 10 with a modest growth over the last 5 years. Cost for professional staff (salaries and benefits)
representing 65% of the total operational expenditures.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Salaries

Benefits

G & A*

Total $368,131 $523,608 $1,009,990$494,253 $831,470$696,680 $1,053,944$977,590 $1,099,163 $1,160,755

117

22

229

124

41

328

127

47

350

192

73

432

238

103

490 660

129

221

659

143

176

715

155

184

739

169

191

768

184

212

*  General & Administrative cost includes rent, utilities, office equipment, supplies, insurance, etc.

10-Year Projection for Operational Cost
U.S. dollars (thousands)

Average annual cost
Salaries = $5,365
Benefits = $1,067
G & A = $1,784
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• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative descriptions and  benefits

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10 year budget

TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY
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2009 Contributions $303.75 billion by type of
recipient organization
(Contributions in billions); 100%=$303.75 billion

The Alliance fundraising will need to contend with both stiff competition for funds and the low percentage traditionally given to
animal-related causes. Since 2005 annual giving to environment /Animals dropped from $8.86 billion (3.4%) of total giving to
$6.15 billion (2%) while International giving increased from $6.39 billion to $8.89 billion.

RECIPIENTS OF PHILANTHROPIC FUNDS

Source:  The Annual Report for Philanthropy for 2009, Giving USA 2010  

Health
$18.9
8%

Environment/
Animals

$6.15
 2.%

International
Affairs
$8.89
3%

Arts, Culture
$12.34

4%

Public benefit
$22.77

8%

While it appears that
organizations focused
on animal related
causes are the second
smallest recipients of
charitable contributions,
it is likely that the
situation is even more
dire than depicted given
that environment and
animals share 2% of
total giving

Foundations
$31.00
10%

Religion
$100.95

33%

Education
$40.01
13%

Human
Services
$29.64
9.7%

Unallocated
giving
$23.73
7.7%

Health
$22.46

7%

Foundation
Grants to

individuals
$3.51
1%
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While individuals traditionally make up the vast majority of contributed dollars to non-profits, the Alliance first few years received 50% of
funding (aside from Maddie’s and ASPCA) from Foundations/Other charities. Experience shows that cultivating an individual and
major donor base takes several years, while we are more likely to attract Foundation/Other Charity dollars during the early years
as an umbrella organization we were very aware that in order to maintain a coalitions and collaborative effort, we would not actively
compete against the organizations we are there to support. This becomes a major challenge as we move forward. By Year 5 our
individual base begins to grow and will need to take a major jump 2012 if we are to be able to sustain our progress and major
programs.

SOURCES OF PHILANTHROPIC FUNDS compared to Alliance Fundraising
2009 Philanthropic
contributions by source
(Contributions in billions)
100%=$303.75B

Source:Giving USA 2010

Foundations

Corporations

Bequests/
   Events

Individuals

Individual
Donations

Events

Experienced fundraiser added to staff

Distribution of Alliance funding by source over 10 years (%)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Foundations

Corporations

Limited fundraising overseen by
President and volunteer committee

75

8

13

4
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Projected fundraising by source
U.S. Dollars (thousands)

Fundraising is slated to begin modestly over 10 years, allowing the Alliance’s initial focus to be on building our infrastructure and
implementing  the four core objectives. The charts below do not include revenues from the 2 major funding sources --- Maddie’s®

Fund or the ASPCA, which totals another $32,195,921

SUMMARY OF 10 YEAR ALLIANCE FUNDRAISING EFFORTS

$ 353 $ 358 $407 $ 872$813 $1,105 $ 1,030 $ 2,190 $ 2,580 $ 3,108
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2014
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• Setting the stage – situation, environment, goals, and objectives

• Introducing the groups –  capabilities, skills, and needs

• Detailing the approach – initiative descriptions and benefits

• Organizing for success – structure, positions, and resources

• Sizing the cost – initiatives, subsidies, and operations

• Funding the plan – fundraising and generating revenue

• Planning a decade – detailed 10 year budget

TRANSFORMING NYC INTO A “NO-KILL” CITY
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10 YEAR BUDGET SUMMARY

Based on the anticipated income and projected expenses and a set aside reserve yearly to ensure sustainability, the Alliance is
expected to maintain a positive cash flow over the next 10 years. Maddie’s® Fund ($20,817,616), the ASPCA ($10,350,200), and
the Alliance income/fundraising and estimated interest earned ($12,850)* for a total of $40,018,424. Maddie’s® Fund is
projected to represents 47% of total income over 10 years.

Note: estimated alliance generated income of $23.2 million
         net income as required by Maddie’s Fund is to be set aside for reserves to sustain the project

DETAILED BUDGET 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 TOTAL

Prior Balance 99,895$            309,217$        805,983$       1,502,687$  2,167,453$     2,507,733$  3,000,000$   3,137,366$  1,690,743$   628,747$        

Maddies 898,800$          1,744,650$     2,688,000$    4,221,000$  4,312,666$     3,892,500$  3,060,000$   -$                 -$                  -$                    20,817,616$      

ASPCA 1,000,000$       1,050,000$     1,150,200$    1,000,000$  1,050,000$     1,100,000$  1,000,000$   1,000,000$  1,000,000$   1,000,000$     10,350,200$      

Other Fundraising 353,255$          358,186$        296,674$       746,071$     816,913$        1,055,000$  975,000$      2,140,000$  2,540,000$   3,070,000$     12,351,099$      

Other/Interest 6,876$              26,730$          110,254$        67,216$       55,434$          50,000$       55,000$        50,000$       40,000$        38,000$          499,510$           

Income 2,258,931$       3,179,565$     4,245,128$    6,034,287$  6,235,013$     6,097,500$  5,090,000$   3,190,000$  3,580,000$   4,108,000$     44,018,424$      

Total Cash In 2,358,826$       3,488,782$     5,051,111$     7,536,974$  8,402,466$     8,605,233$  8,090,000$   6,327,366$  5,270,743$   4,736,747$     

Expenses

Subsidies 1,012,327$       1,446,963$     2,184,729$    3,427,985$  3,476,184$     2,985,500$  2,376,000$   1,947,000$  1,767,500$   1,695,000$     22,319,188$      

Initiatives 669,151$          741,584$        840,087$       1,244,856$  1,587,079$     1,609,743$  1,599,044$   1,635,680$  1,775,333$   1,861,369$     13,563,925$      

Operating 368,131$          494,253$        523,608$       696,680$     831,470$        1,009,990$  977,590$      1,053,944$  1,099,163$   1,160,755$     8,215,583$        

Total Cash Outflow 2,049,609$       2,682,799$     3,548,424$    5,369,521$  5,894,733$     5,605,233$  4,952,634$   4,636,623$  4,641,996$   4,717,124$     44,098,697$      

Net income (loss) 309,217$          805,983$        1,502,687$    2,167,453$  2,507,733$     3,000,000$  3,137,366$   1,690,743$  628,747$      19,623$          $19,623
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DETAILED 10 YEAR REVENUE BUDGET

The primary sources of revenue and restriction breakdown are listed below

* Reserve Funds are designated and set aside yearly. Funds not used or allocated for specific initiatives during the year (Prior
Reserve) are added to the reserve fund.

DETAILED REVENUE BUDGET 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Total

Restricted Funds
Picasso Fund 90,932$       116,978$      97,976$       167,510$      123,810$      225,000$    200,000$      200,000$    200,000$     200,000$      1,622,206$   
Special Projects/DV/Homeless Project 143,444$      175,100$      100,000$    125,000$      200,000$    200,000$     200,000$      1,143,544$   
Maddie's Fund 898,800$     1,744,650$  2,688,000$  4,221,000$   4,312,666$   3,892,500$ 3,060,000$   -$            -$             -$              20,817,616$ 

Healthy/Treatable Adoption Incentives 420,000$     897,085$     1,580,586$  2,525,670$   2,738,255$   2,335,500$ 1,836,000$   -$            -$             -$              12,333,096$ 
Admininstrative and Programs 178,800$     350,800$     410,709$     1,030,564$   1,234,131$   1,064,733$ 1,124,000$   -$            -$             -$              5,393,737$   
Reserve Fund 300,000$     496,765$     696,705$     664,766$      340,280$      492,267$    100,000$      -$            3,090,783$   

Prior Reserve 309,217$     805,983$     1,502,687$   2,167,453$   2,507,733$ 3,000,000$   3,137,366$ 1,690,743$  628,747$      
Interest/Other 6,876$         26,730$       110,254$      67,216$        55,434$        50,000$      55,000$        50,000$      40,000$       38,000$        499,510$      

Sub Total 996,608$     2,197,575$  3,702,213$  6,101,857$   6,834,463$   6,775,233$ 6,440,000$   3,587,366$ 2,130,743$  1,066,747$   24,082,876$ 

Unrestricted Funds
ASPCA 1,000,000$  1,050,000$  1,150,200$  1,000,000$   1,050,000$   1,100,000$ 1,000,000$   1,000,000$ 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   10,350,200$ 
Fundraising -- General Fund 362,218$     241,208$     198,698$     435,117$       518,003$      730,000$    650,000$      1,740,000$ 2,140,000$  2,670,000$   9,685,244$   

Foundations/Charities 168,750$     165,520$     127,200$     249,652$      305,250$      350,000$    300,000$      520,000$    620,000$     720,000$      3,526,372$   
Corporations 15,500$       37,500$       2,250$         66,823$        64,657$        100,000$    70,000$        200,000$    250,000$     300,000$      1,106,730$   
Major Donors 17,630$       10,000$       -$             -$              -$              -$            -$              400,000$    600,000$     800,000$      1,827,630$   
Individuals 61,490$       7,506$         16,413$       40,565$        59,197$        70,000$      80,000$        400,000$    420,000$     500,000$      1,655,171$   
Events/Other 98,848$       20,682$       52,835$       78,077$        88,899$        210,000$    200,000$      220,000$    250,000$     350,000$      1,569,341$   

Sub Total 1,362,218$  1,291,208$  1,348,898$  1,435,117$    1,568,003$   1,830,000$ 1,650,000$   2,740,000$ 3,140,000$  3,670,000$   19,935,549$ 

Total Funds 2,358,826$  3,488,782$  5,051,111$   7,536,974$   8,402,466$   8,605,233$ 8,090,000$   6,327,366$ 5,270,743$  4,736,747$   44,018,424$ 
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DETAILED 10 YEAR EXPENSE BUDGET

The 10 year expense budget is made up of 3 large categories:  subsidy distribution, initiative cost, and operational cost.
For readability the budget is on multiple pages.

DETAILED EXPENSE BUDGET 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Total

Resource Specific Initiatives
Adoption Subsidies

Healthy adoption incentive program 431,250$    897,085$    1,580,586$ 2,525,670$ 2,540,178$    2,092,500$ 1,576,800$ 1,156,000$ 975,000$    840,000$    14,615,069$  
Treatable incentive program -$            -$            -$            -$            198,077$       243,000$    259,200$    306,000$    337,500$    420,000$    1,763,777$    
ACC Intake/Xfer program 220,000$    233,333$    305,000$    280,000$    341,667$       350,000$    280,000$    250,000$    220,000$    200,000$    2,680,000$    

ACC & Other Grants 16,180$      6,522$        3,230$        20,389$      43,653$         10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      129,974$       
Picasso medical expenses 344,897$    310,022$    295,913$    601,926$    352,609$       300,000$    250,000$    225,000$    225,000$    225,000$    3,130,367$    

Sub Total 1,012,327$ 1,446,963$ 2,184,729$ 3,427,985$ 3,476,184$    2,985,500$ 2,376,000$ 1,947,000$ 1,767,500$ 1,695,000$ 22,319,188$  

Initiatives
Tools

Transport Program 49,405$      89,786$      190,537$    296,745$    373,719$       426,866$    451,593$    447,515$    524,710$    564,222$    3,415,098$    
Vehicle Cost 2,572$        -$            45,995$      47,030$      4,143$           100,000$    50,000$      10,000$      52,500$      52,500$      364,740$       
Garage Fees 3,220$        4,668$        11,266$       12,012$      12,889$         15,000$      17,250$      19,838$      22,813$      26,235$      145,191$       
Gasoline 4,297$        21,733$      31,089$      57,550$      61,503$         58,000$      63,800$      70,180$      75,000$      80,000$      523,152$       
Maintenance 2,468$        9,082$        15,245$      20,198$      52,316$         35,000$      38,500$      38,500$      38,500$      40,000$      289,809$       
Insurance & Registration 7,602$        1,104$        4,367$        7,458$        16,572$         14,000$      17,500$      20,000$      20,000$      20,000$      128,603$       
Drivers 22,090$      44,812$      61,477$      111,473$     187,312$       134,200$    206,043$    226,648$    249,312$    274,243$    1,517,611$    
Transport Coordinator per diem 35,666$      20,000$      20,000$      20,000$      20,000$      115,666$       
Misc. trip fees 7,156$        8,387$        21,098$      41,024$      38,984$         35,000$      38,500$      42,350$      46,585$      51,244$      330,328$       

MPP Adoption Website 350$           -$            -$            -$            -$               5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        25,350$         
Website module featuring pets 350$           -$            -$            -$            -$               5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        25,350$         

Sub Total 49,755$      89,786$      190,537$    296,745$    373,719$       431,866$    456,593$    452,515$    529,710$    569,222$    3,440,448$    
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DETAILED 10 YEAR EXPENSE BUDGET  – CONTINUED

* Total estimated advertising spending over 10 years is $2,262,910

2005 2006 2007 2008 209 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Total

Initiatives
Programs

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals 34,236$      10,377$      16,543$      13,436$      3,039$           6,850$        8,245$        8,609$        9,177$        9,655$        120,167$       
Animal cost (adopt-me-vest) 3,340$        2,710$        5,177$        8,887$        1,168$           2,500$        3,000$        3,000$        3,000$        3,000$        35,782$         
Volunteer supplies 47$             -$            -$            62$             739$              150$           165$           182$           200$           220$           1,764$           
Entertainment 7,350$        6,600$        7,700$        2,250$        -$               2,500$        3,000$        3,000$        3,000$        3,300$        38,700$         
Advertising 20,282$      112$            -$            200$           268$              1,000$        1,250$        1,563$        1,953$        2,051$        28,678$         
Municipal services 125$           -$            500$           25$             125$              200$           230$           265$           304$           365$           2,139$           
Events Equip/Misc 3,092$        955$           3,166$        2,012$        739$              500$           600$           600$           720$           720$           13,104$         

Special Adoption Events 89,070$      79,462$      73,901$      109,249$    81,714$         97,720$      99,242$      102,216$    104,403$    106,458$    943,435$       
Animal cost (adopt-me-vest) -$            4,169$        -$            -$            -$               2,500$        2,800$        2,200$        2,200$        2,000$        15,869$         
Volunteer supplies -$            -$            -$            55$             150$              220$           242$           266$           293$           322$           1,548$           
Advertising 8,684$        5,000$        5,900$        15,000$      8,117$            15,000$      18,000$      21,600$      23,760$      26,136$      147,197$       
Events Equip/Misc 1,886$        7,793$        9,501$        11,038$       17,355$         5,000$        3,200$        3,150$        3,150$        3,000$        65,073$         
Bway Barks Grants Restricted 78,500$      62,500$      58,500$      83,156$      56,092$         75,000$      75,000$      75,000$      75,000$      75,000$      713,748$       

Community Adoption Events 3,388$        4,050$        200$           365$           3,190$           2,500$        2,775$        3,081$        3,180$        3,295$        26,024$         
Animal cost (adopt-me-vest) 3,313$        3,875$        -$            -$            2,540$           -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            9,728$           
Advertising -$            -$            -$            -$            -$               2,000$        2,200$        2,420$        2,420$        2,420$        11,460$         
Misc/fees 75$             175$           200$           365$           650$              500$           575$           661$           760$           875$           4,836$           

Capacity Building Grants & Support 14,250$      26,910$      15,400$      18,700$      13,600$         25,000$      40,000$      20,000$      20,000$      20,000$      213,860$       
Equipment 14,250$      26,910$      15,400$      18,700$      13,600$         25,000$      40,000$      20,000$      20,000$      20,000$      213,860$       
Advertising -$            -$            -$            -$            -$               -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$               

Store Front Adoption Center 75,000$      75,000$      50,000$      25,000$      -$               10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      275,000$       
Investment in startup cost (25%) 75,000$      75,000$      50,000$      25,000$      - 10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      10,000$      275,000$       

Temporary Holding/Boarding 201,428$    257,206$    221,919$    410,550$    643,657$       520,000$    430,000$    440,000$    450,000$    460,000$    4,034,760$    
Boarding/Foster 125,047$    87,212$      57,919$      91,274$      264,845$       220,000$    100,000$    100,000$    100,000$    100,000$    1,246,297$    
Medical 76,381$      169,995$    164,000$    319,276$    378,812$       300,000$    330,000$    340,000$    350,000$    360,000$    2,788,464$    

Microchipping adoptable animals 3,259$        9,750$        12,645$      10,115$       13,978$         11,000$       12,650$      14,548$      16,730$      19,239$      123,913$       
Feral Cat Council Coordination 50,000$      75,250$      82,577$      88,227$      136,145$       130,000$    149,500$    171,925$    197,714$    227,371$    1,308,709$    
Other Community Coordination 1,252$        3,049$        2,035$        2,048$        3,380$           8,067$        8,874$        9,761$        10,737$      11,811$       61,014$         
Special Projects/DV/Homeless/SN Clinics 5,000$        112,967$     123,547$       130,000$    125,000$    150,000$    150,000$    150,000$    946,514$       

Sub Total 471,883$    541,053$    480,220$    790,657$    1,022,250$    941,137$    886,286$    930,140$    971,941$    1,017,829$ 8,053,395$    
Services -$               

Technical Support -$            199$           -$            -$            -$               3,000$        3,425$        3,911$        4,468$        5,105$        20,108$         
Technology cost -$            199$           -$            -$            -$               500$           550$           605$           666$           732$           3,252$           
Development cost -$            -$            -$            -$            -$               2,500$        2,875$        3,306$        3,802$        4,373$        16,856$         

Advertising & PR 147,513$    110,545$     169,330$    157,454$    191,110$        233,740$    252,740$    249,114$    269,214$    269,214$    2,049,974$    
Branding & Awareness 64,742$      14,764$      25,033$      22,852$      45,640$         43,740$      43,740$      48,114$      48,114$       48,114$       404,853$       
Annual PSAs 14,811$       200$           25,582$      12,905$      13,632$         30,000$      33,000$      25,000$      27,500$      27,500$      210,130$       
PR Firm 67,960$      95,581$      118,715$     121,697$    131,838$       160,000$    176,000$    176,000$    193,600$    193,600$    1,434,991$    

Sub Total 147,513$    110,744$     169,330$    157,454$    191,110$        236,740$    256,165$    253,025$    273,682$    274,319$    2,070,082$    
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DETAILED 10 YEAR EXPENSE BUDGET – CONTINUED
Operating 

Salaries 228,546$    328,097$    349,739$    432,211$     489,837$       659,940$    658,693$    714,545$    738,551$    764,466$    5,364,626$    
Executive Director 80,000$      80,000$      88,000$      94,000$      110,000$        110,000$     121,000$    127,050$    133,403$    140,073$    1,083,525$    
Dev. & Fundraising Director -$            -$            22,000$      25,000$         70,000$      70,000$      70,000$      70,000$      70,000$      397,000$       
Program Director 65,000$      65,000$      67,109$      70,500$      3,025$           -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            270,634$       
Coordinator Events/Trainings -$            34,833$         44,000$      46,200$      48,510$      50,936$      53,482$      277,961$       
Director of Communications -$            51,000$      61,200$      60,000$      61,800$         65,000$      68,250$      71,663$      75,246$      79,008$      593,166$       
Administrative Services Director 22,916$      55,000$      46,921$      50,880$      52,400$         53,000$      66,853$      68,858$      70,924$      73,052$      560,804$       
Admin Coordinator/PT -$            -$            -$            -$            30,600$      30,388$      31,299$      32,238$      33,850$      158,375$       
Animal Care & APO Coordinators -$            -$            16,539$      67,416$      86,333$         119,340$     86,305$      122,920$    126,608$    130,406$    755,867$       
Transport Coordinators 38,000$         42,000$      40,000$      44,000$      48,400$      53,240$      265,640$       
Interns 3,900$           5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        5,000$        28,900$         
Financial Officer/Consultant -$            38,902$      23,462$      27,127$      24,000$         47,000$      54,698$      55,245$      55,797$      56,355$      382,586$       
Consultants 60,630$      38,195$      46,508$      40,288$      50,546$         74,000$      70,000$      70,000$      70,000$      70,000$      590,167$       

Benefits 16,160$      37,461$      41,191$      70,328$      98,288$         122,200$    135,672$    147,539$    160,565$    174,876$    1,004,280$    
Payroll/Unemployment Insurance 15,008$      18,845$      21,411$       27,534$      34,780$         44,000$      45,742$      48,029$      50,430$      52,952$      358,732$       
Health Insurance 1,152$        18,616$      19,780$      39,296$      56,519$         68,000$      78,200$      86,020$      94,622$      104,084$    566,289$       
403 ( b ) -$            -$            3,498$        6,989$           10,200$      11,730$       13,490$      15,513$      17,840$      79,259$         

Insurance 5,712$        4,366$        5,354$        2,571$        5,212$           6,500$        7,150$        7,865$        8,652$        9,517$        62,898$         
General & Administrative 117,713$     124,329$    127,324$    191,570$    238,133$       221,350$    176,075$    183,995$    191,395$    211,896$     1,783,780$    

Office equipment 12,924$      5,100$        4,715$        17,666$      31,482$         15,100$      5,000$        7,000$        5,000$        7,000$        110,987$       
Office supplies 5,237$        9,835$        8,639$        15,917$      15,896$         15,000$      16,050$      17,174$      18,376$      19,662$      141,785$       
Printing-Stationary 3,081$        3,774$        2,673$        5,220$        899$              750$           1,000$        1,100$        1,210$        1,331$        21,038$         
Office Repair & Maintenance -$            225$           3,247$           10,000$      3,572$        3,929$        4,322$        4,754$        30,048$         
Computer Supplies 3,019$        4,861$        1,010$        2,584$        8,693$           2,500$        18,522$      5,000$        6,250$        15,000$      67,439$         
Tel, fax, email 7,161$        7,764$        8,010$        14,067$      19,297$         24,000$      20,841$      22,000$      23,000$      23,500$      169,640$       
Postage 2,438$        3,895$        5,132$        6,000$        6,000$           7,000$        6,600$        7,700$        7,260$        8,470$        60,495$         
Messenger Service 1,146$        1,489$        3,041$        3,898$        1,458$           1,200$        1,320$        1,452$        1,597$        1,757$        18,358$         
Conference/meetings/travel -$            7,088$        11,407$          8,000$        8,800$        9,680$        10,648$      11,713$       67,336$         
T & E employees 6,564$        10,956$      8,943$        14,626$      12,357$         14,000$      14,280$      14,566$      14,857$      15,154$      126,303$       
Lic/Pem/Fees/Tax prep 6,482$        10,140$      11,675$       12,000$      11,755$          11,000$       12,155$      12,763$      13,401$      14,071$      115,442$       
Rent 59,275$      57,167$      63,262$      82,685$      91,977$         90,000$      48,000$      60,000$      62,000$      64,000$      678,366$       
Storage 6,040$        5,584$        4,583$        6,568$        6,496$           7,200$        7,500$        8,000$        8,500$        9,000$        69,471$         
Utilities -$            -$            -$            -$            9,000$        2,188$        2,297$        2,412$        2,533$        18,430$         
Consulting fees/IT 2,100$        1,599$        146$           1,555$        10,350$         5,000$        5,750$        6,613$        7,604$        8,745$        49,462$         
Misc. Admin Fees 2,246$        2,165$        5,495$        1,471$        6,819$           1,600$        4,497$        4,722$        4,958$        5,206$        39,180$         

Sub Total 368,131$    494,253$    523,608$    696,680$    831,470$       1,009,990$ 977,590$    1,053,944$ 1,099,163$ 1,160,755$ 8,215,583$    
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DETAILED 10 YEAR EXPENSE BUDGET – CONTINUED

Pet Care Festivals

Special Adoption Events
Community Park Adoption Sites

Regional Pet Services Network

Each expense category is backed up with a series of spreadsheet models that provide both a conservative and aggressive
scenario.

Grant Management
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APPENDIX

Details on Initiatives A-1

Key Factors To Progress/
Breakout of Initiative Costs

A-2
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DETAILS ON RESOURCE-BASED INITIATIVES

Initiative Description

Maddie’s Fund • A fund created by Maddie's family to revolutionize the  status and well-being
of companion animals.  The Foundation's goal is to help create a no-kill
nation in which every healthy and treatable shelter dog and cat is guaranteed
a loving home.

• Monetary incentives are provided to shelters increasing the number of
adoptions above their baseline amount

• The Alliance is responsible for gathering the statistics from the MPPs and
reporting those numbers to the fund's management

• For those MPPs eligible for incentives, the Alliance is responsible for
distribution of funds

ASPCA • Providing an unrestricted grant to support Alliance operations and programs.
In 2010 the ASPCA announced that they would extent the $1 million dollar
per year grant through 2014

• Support grants are provided to the AC&C and other select MPP’s to improve
health and welfare of animals

AC & C Transfer Support Grant • Designated grant to the AC & C to support with costs associated with the
transfer of animals to MPP organizations and other adoption guarantee
groups. Funding is tied to specific measures of above baseline transfers from
2003. This grant is specifically targeted at decrease in euthanasia goals.

Picasso Veterinary Fund • A fund created by Bernadette Peters and Mary Tyler Moore to help either
injured or sick AC&C animals by offsetting the medical costs

• The fund is managed by the Alliance and is dedicated exclusively to helping
treatable AC&C animals that are or will be accepted for transfer by an MPP

Resource-based initiatives consist primarily of grants and funds provided by foundations and organizations.
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DETAILS ON TOOL-BASED INITIATIVES

Initiative Description

Wheels of Hope
Transport Program

MPP Adoption
Website

• A shared MPP resource used for animal transport
• Primary use will be transferring animals from AC&C to MPPs
• Secondary uses:  transporting animals to adoption events, animal care transport (e.g.,

foster care, vet appt.) and feral cat transport and temporary holding/staging area. Also
facilitates transport of in-kind donations for distribution to MPPs.

• An animal posting module on Alliance website linked directly to Petfinders and
dedicated to homeless animals in the New York area

• The pets for adoption link allows an online venue for MPPs to post their animals on
Petfinder site which directly links to Alliance adoption, eliminating the need to double
post

Tool-based initiatives are largely capital-intensive and provide both supplemental support to existing resources (e.g., transport
van), as well as new technologies that aid in increasing awareness and adoptions.
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DETAILS ON PROGRAM-BASED INITIATIVES
Initiative Description

Adoption & Pet Care Festivals • In the first 3 years we held annual events in Spring, Summer & Fall in high profile
city parks (Central Park, Prospect Park, Clove Lake Park, Forrest Park,
Cunningham Park)

• Each event is was well represented by Alliance organizations with average of 8
groups at the smaller parks to average of 25 groups in Central Park

• While these large scale events were crucial to increasing our visibility as well as
building community collaboration in the first few years, we found the events long
term not as effective as encouraging MPPs to do local adoptions events on a
monthly basis. Our focus and resources shifted to community Adoption Events
starting in Year 4

Special Adoption Events • Mayor’s Alliance works collaboratively with other organizations supporting large
community events to promote adoptions, partnering with very publicized annual
events (e.g., Cat Fanciers’ Cat Show, Broadway Barks)

• In Year 6 we began to sponsor our own major event, Adoptapalooza at Union
Square which we plan on expanding to 4 events a year

• Additionally in 2009 we started working in collaboration with the ASPCA on an
annual S/N event for pit bulls and in 2010 we will be working with Best Friends on
a yearly dog and cat adoption event

Community Adoption Events • Focus has shifted to an adoption van model with the use of North Shore Animal
Leagues (NSAL) adoption vans utilized by a few Alliance groups in 2007 and has
expanded into over 25 APO’s using the van  in 2009. This model has proven to be
successful, adding over 1,200 adoptions for MPPs

• The resources North Shore provides is invaluable and moves us closer to the goal
of having MPPs develop their own relationships with available resources so they
can sustain the growth in adoptions and build their own visibility within the
community

Program-based initiatives range from hosting and facilitating adoption and education events in city parks, to collaborating
with other sponsored events like Broadway Barks.
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DETAILS ON PROGRAM-BASED INITIATIVES – CONTINUED

Initiative Description

RETAIL RELATIONSHIP CULTIVATION

Capacity Building
Grants & Support

• Some MPPs currently hold adoptions at offsite locations (e.g., local pet store) to make
it convenient for the public to see and adopt their animals

• Mayor’s Alliance will help MPPs expand their existing offsite adoption programs by
providing training and facilitating municipal services

• Expansion could mean new locations and/or longer hours at existing locations
• Training will include sessions on strengthening the volunteer force, building a

marketing presence, and improving the adoption process
• Provide grants to upgrade retail adoption centers to increase capacity.
• Facilitation of municipal services includes working with the DOT for easing of parking

restrictions and loading/off-loading of animals around the city

Store Front Adoption
Centers

• Mayor’s Alliance provided funding for a pilot project to help an MPP develop an empty
retail location into an MPP-specific adoption and retail outlet. The cost benefit did not
justify additional large scale projects going forward.

• Mayor’s Alliance can assist with site location, lease negotiation, and other
infrastructure building activities

• Mayor’s Alliance may offer minimal funding in launching the enterprise, but the MPP
will have to largely fund the stores

• Stores will primarily serve as an outlet for MPP animals, however, retail supplies and
professional services (i.e., grooming and training) may also be offered to cover
expenses and grow the concept

Other programs are focused on increasing MPP exposure and adoptions through mutually beneficial relationships with local
retailers.
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DETAILS ON PROGRAM-BASED INITIATIVES – CONTINUED
Initiative Description

Temporary
Holding/Boarding/Foster

• Mayor’s Alliance will provide economic support for short term boarding/holding
space at kennels and/or veterinary clinics for AC&C cats and dogs prior to
transfer to MPPs

• Mayor’s Alliance will provide economic support for costs incurred by foster
homes

Microchipping Cats and Dogs • Mayor’s Alliance will provide economic support to encourage and ensure that
all animals adopted from MPPs are micro chipped

• Includes negotiating and purchasing low cost microchips for and supplying
discounted microchips to MPPs and public

Helping People and Pets in Crisis • Developed out of and identified gap in services for pets of people in crisis
(domestic violence, evictions, and hospitalizations.

• Providing services and support for pets of people in crisis
• Includes research on evaluating and implementing approaches to handling

cases of people in crisis when current policies at shelters do not allow pets.
• Support includes temporary boarding with the goal of re-uniting owners and

their animals

Feral Cat Initiative - Stray
Community Cats

• A funded program by the Alliance helps fund 2 position and provides additional
resources to address the problems of free-roaming cat overpopulation in the
communities with greatest needs

• Providing training, education, TNR workshops, and hands-on TNR
• Includes a coalition of TNR rescue organizations to pool resources and

develop effective solutions

There are also a set of out-of-the-box programs that have the potential to greatly increase an MPP’s adoption capabilities,
exposure within the community, and services to pet guardians.
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DETAILS ON SERVICE-BASED INITIATIVES

Initiative Description

MPP Website Development
and Technical Support

• Many MPPs do not currently have their own websites where they can feature their
animals and inform the public of their mission

• Mayor’s Alliance will provide volunteers with the technical expertise (e.g., web
design, programming) to help interested MPPs build their own website

MPP “Strength” Training • Through the resources and staff of the ASPCA National Shelter Outreach Program
the Mayor’s Alliance will provide training sessions and materials to strengthen, and
in some cases build, the MPP's volunteer, adoption, and fundraising programs

Develop and Maintain Government
Relationships

• Mayor’s Alliance's relationship with areas of the municipal government (e.g., the
Parks Department and the Department of Transportation) provides MPPs with
uncommon benefits. The Department of Transportation has provided MPP’s
access to municipal lots and revised street signage

• The Parks Department has provided MPP and Alliance events with waivers for
park usage fees, park permits for events, vehicular access to parks

• Other relationships include access to agencies like Department of Homeless
Services to negotiate policy changes related to pets of homeless individuals and in
NYC homeless shelters. Agencies like NYCHA ( NYC Housing Authority ) to
provide access to free roaming and feral cat colonies in public housing for TNR,
education and training through Feral Cat Council Initiative.

Service-based initiatives provide needed resources to MPPs for efficiency and effectiveness improvements.
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DETAILS ON SERVICE-BASED INITIATIVES – CONTINUED

Initiative Description

PR, Advertising & Marketing • A citywide marketing campaign (Radio and Television PSAs, Print and
Outdoor media) targeted at building awareness of Maddie’s Pet Rescue
Project in NYC. Promoting adoptions and low-cost spay/neuter.

• Any initiative that has public exposure will be leveraged to build awareness of
the Alliance and its mission (e.g., local TV coverage at Adoption & Pet Care
Festivals)

• Any initiative that includes the MPPs and the general public will subsequently
have it’s own marketing program

• Campaigns focused on Maddie’s spay/neuter project for low-income New
Yorkers, micro chipping, dog licensing, and regular vaccinations

Maintaining Coalitions • Given the Alliance's access to and relationship with community leaders,
shelters, rescue organizations, retailers, and media organizations, there is an
opportunity to develop shared resources and organize focused coalitions
(e.g., feral cats, breed rescue)

• Coalitions facilitated by and/or working with the Alliance include Discount
Service Providers, the NYC Feral Cat Council (NYCFCC), the NY Breed
Rescue Network (NYBRN)

• Resources obtained for the MPPs include the Orange Adopt-Me-Vests that
are worn by MPP animals at all adoption events and various donations: cage
comforters, leashes, treats, toys, food, dog beds, and carriers

• Resource coordination includes working with Rational Animal and FilterNYC
for advertising media, marketing & video expertise

These initiatives also include executing advertising campaigns, managing press exposure, harnessing resources, and helping
groups with similar interests work together.
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Outlined below are some of the key contributing factors to progress made in Years 1 through 5 of the Maddie’s® Pet Rescue
Project in NYC.

Progress in Year 1 through 5 of the Pet Rescue Project in NYC was a collaborative effort that built
upon:

•The relationships formed and maintained

•The continued commitment to working together in 2004 with limited resources and funding

•The ASPCA grant commitment which enabled us to secure the Maddie’s® Fund Grant in 2005

Major Support from Maddie’s® Fund and the ASPCA:
•The Maddie’s® Fund grant provides above baseline adoption subsidies to help offset cost of taking
  animals from A C & C

•The ASPCA lead grant helped to secure the Maddie’s® Fund grant and provided the basis for
 ensuring the Alliance had the financial ability to implement the 18 initiatives.

Alliance support of the AC & C
•Funds provided are targeted to improve and support transfers to shelters and rescue groups
(includes improvement of operational efficiency and care of animals while in the shelter)

The commitment of MPP's to support the mission as a collaborative project and ensure
sustainability

•Despite differences in size, resources, and philosophy, participants are focused on a common goal
of reducing euthanasia, increasing adoptions, and increasing spay/neuter

KEY FACTORS TO PROGRESS

CONTINUED
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KEY FACTORS Initiatives

      Initiatives identified in Alliance 10-year strategic plan -- having the greatest impact on reducing
      euthanasia:

• AC & C transfer Initiative Grant provides direct financial assistance to pay for 8 key positions at AC & C to
facilitate in the transfer of dogs and cats to rescue groups and shelters. Since 2005 through 2009 we will have paid
out close to $1,470,000 in funding. By the end of 2010 we expect the number of above baseline transfers for the
first 6 years to total well over to 40,000 dogs and cats

• Wheels of Hope Transport Program transported over 15,000 animals In the first 5 years of the project. We expect
to transport over 7,000 animals in 2010

• Capacity building grants to groups to help provide initial supports to build infrastructure and ensure sustainability
(includes AC & C transfer initiative grant)

• Community Adoption Events cost the least of all the initiatives are expected to result in adding close to 10,000
additional adoptions and are a major resource for the medium sized rescues that don’t have a brick and mortar
shelter

• Holding/Boarding/Medical/Foster of AC & C transfers provides interim assistance to ensure AC & C transfers
are expedited, specifically for groups that don’t have a shelter

• Picasso Veterinary Fund provides emergency medical assistance for AC & C identified dogs/cats

• Training, Development, Building Resources leverages relationships and collaborative relationships to help
MPPs identify areas for development and share their successes with each other during networking opportunities

• Public Relations, Marketing & Advertising builds awareness of shelters & rescue groups, promotes adoptions of
shelter animals, impacts reduction in euthanasia, and provides fundraising opportunities

• Feral Cat Initiative provides resources to the public, training community caregivers, collecting data on colony
locations and caretakers and ultimately reducing intake of stray cats at AC & C. In years 6 through 10 targeted S/N
surgeries will be focused on the key locations that result in the largest intake at AC & C, primarily during kitten
season
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DETAILS ON COST OF DIRECT-TO-MPP RESOURCES

Over the 10 years, four of the 5 initiatives with the highest cost are also the ones that will have the greatest impact on increasing
adoptions, decreasing homelessness, raising awareness, and strengthening MPP resources.  One of the initiatives with the
lowest cost has the highest impact on increasing adoptions/decreasing homelessness, community adoption events utilizing North
Shores Animal Leagues adoption vans. Helping tier 2 organizations fundraise for their own adoption vans will need to become
a major focus for the Alliance..  (The chart below represents Direct to MPP costs associated to Tools, Programs, and Services.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2014
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 10 Total

Wheels of Hope Transport 49,405$            89,786$             190,537$           296,745$           373,719$           426,866$          451,593$           564,222$             3,415,098$          

Microchipping adopted animals 3,259$              9,750$               12,645$             10,115$             13,978$             11,000$            12,650$             19,239$               123,913$             

Adoption Events 34,236$            10,377$             16,543$             13,436$             3,039$               6,850$              8,245$               9,655$                 120,167$             

Special Adoption Events 89,070$            79,462$             73,901$             109,249$           81,714$             97,720$            99,242$             106,458$             # 943,435$             

Community Adoptions 3,388$              4,050$               200$                  365$                  3,190$               2,500$              2,775$               3,295$                 26,024$               

Capacity Building Grants & Support 14,250$            26,910$             15,400$             18,700$             13,600$             25,000$            40,000$             20,000$               213,860$             

Storefront Retail Adoption Ctr 75,000$            75,000$             50,000$             25,000$             -$                  10,000$            10,000$             10,000$               275,000$             

Temporary Holding/Boarding?Medical 201,428$          257,206$           221,919$           410,550$           643,657$           520,000$          430,000$           460,000$             4,034,760$          

Feral Cat Initiative Coordination 50,000$            75,250$             82,577$             88,227$             136,145$           130,000$          149,500$           227,371$             1,308,709$          

Other Community Coordination 1,252$              3,049$               2,035$               2,048$               3,380$               8,067$              8,874$               11,811$               61,014$               

Special Projects/DV/Homeless/SN Clinics -$                  -$                  5,000$               112,967$           123,547$           130,000$          125,000$           150,000$             946,514$             

MPP Adoption Website 350$                 -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  5,000$              5,000$               5,000$                 49,405$               

Technical Support -$                  199$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  3,000$              3,425$               5,105$                 20,108$               

Marketing & Advertising 147,513$          110,545$           169,330$           157,454$           191,110$           233,740$          252,740$           269,214$             2,049,974$          

TOTAL INITIATIVE COST 669,151$          741,584$           840,087$           1,244,856$        1,587,079$        1,609,743$       1,599,044$        1,861,369$          13,563,925$        


